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ABSTRACT
Mobile devices have brought new applications into our daily life. However, efficient man-
agement of these objects to support new applications is challenging due to the distributed
nature and mobility of mobile objects. This dissertation describes a new type of mobile peer-
to-peer (M-P2P) computing, namely geotasking, and presents efficient management of mobile
objects to support geotasking. Geotasking mimics human interaction with the physical world.
Humans generate information using sensing ability and store information to geographical lo-
cations. Humans also retrieve this information from the physical locations. For instance, an
installation of a new stop sign at some intersection in town is analogous to an insertion of a
new data item into the database. Instead of processing regular data as in traditional data
management systems, geotasking manages a collection of geotasks, each defined as a computer
program bound to a geographical region. The hardware platform for geotasking consists of
popular networked position-aware mobile devices such as cell phones, personal digital assis-
tants, and laptops. We design and implement novel system software to facilitate programming
and efficient management of geotasks. Such management includes inserts, deletes, updates,
retrieval and execution of a geotask triggered by mobile object correlations, geotask mobil-
ity, and geotask dependency. Geotasking enables useful applications ranging from warning of
dangerous areas for military and search-and-rescue missions to monitoring the population in
a certain area for traffic management to informing tourists of exciting events in an area and
other such applications. Geotasking provides a distributed and unified solution for supporting
various types of applications.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Concept of Geotask
Our physical world can be seen as a natural computing system. Each individual person is
like a mobile computing unit which moves freely on the ground, processes a sequence of jobs,
or decides one solution among several choices. The ground is like a hard disk which contains
valuable information such as a historical place or stop sign. A person moves on the surface
of this natural disk and saving information to this disk or retrieving information from this
disk to execute this information. Installing a stop sign at some intersection in town can be
seen as saving a new program on the ground. The program is a set of instructions bounded
to a geographic region for a person to follow. As we approach this intersection, the stop sign
instructs a person to stop before crossing the intersection. A person (mobile computing unit)
communicates with other persons, cooperates with them, and gets information from them. For
example, getting a friend’s current place requires communication with the friend to get his/her
position. Since a person can move from one place to the other place, getting a friend’s current
place requires periodic asking the friend his/her current position or periodic reporting his/her
position to a requestor.
This dissertation investigates a new type of mobile peer-to-peer (M-P2P) computing,
namely geotasking, which mimics the above natural computing. The hardware resource of
a geotasking system is simply a set of position-aware mobile objects like many of today’s cel-
lular phones. These mobile objects are connected to each other by means of wireless networks,
and together they facilitate the system with computing and storage capabilities. The main
feature of a geotasking system comes from its executables, each being a special program called
a geotask. Unlike regular program, a geotask is associated with a user-defined geographical
2area (referred to as a binding region), and its execution is triggered by movements of mobile
objects.
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Figure 1.1 Geotask Examples
Figure 1.1 shows three geotasks implanted in a battlefield. When a soldier moves into
the region where G1 is bound, his handset needs to execute the geotask, thus notifying his
commander of his arrival automatically. Geotask G2 is implanted by a soldier who finds mines
in his area. As soon as a soldier moves into the area, he will then be alerted with a warning
message. The execution of these two geotasks is triggered when a mobile object moves into a
certain geographic region. The third geotask G3 is implanted to request help from the nearest
soldier. In this case, G3 is executed by a soldier when he becomes closest to the site.
Geotasking is conceptually similar to existing computation models where a set of proces-
sors shares on hard disk. However, here the processors are mobile devices and the storage
disk is our physical ground – all programs (i.e., geotasks) are virtually stored on the ground,
and in particular, their execution is triggered by the movement of the processors. To our best
knowledge, the concept of geotasking has not been investigated in the literature. This disser-
tation explores the scope of geotasking applications and develops a cost-effective platform that
supports all these applications. We classify geotasks along three dimensions:
• Mobile object correlation: Geotasks can be classified based on whether or not the move-
ment of mobile objects is correlated in triggering geotask execution. We say a geotask
3is an s-class geotask if its execution is triggered by the movement of each mobile object
independently. Otherwise, the geotask is an m-class geotask. Both G1 and G2 in Fig-
ure 1.1 are s-class. To determine when to execute them, a mobile object just needs to
monitor its own movement with respect to their binding regions. In contrast, G3 is an
m-class geotask. In this case one mobile object’s movement may cause another mobile
object to execute G3. To determine whether it is now nearest to G3, a mobile object
would need to know the position of other mobile objects.
• Geotask Mobility: Geotasks can also be classified based on their mobility. A stationary
geotask is fixed at one place during its life time, while a mobile geotask may keep changing
its binding region. For instance, a geotask bound on a vehicle moves as the vehicle moves.
An example of such a geotask is an emergency vehicle that demands other vehicles to
yield.
• Geotask Dependency: Another way to classify geotasks is based on their dependency. A
geotask is independent if its execution is determined by the movement of mobile object(s)
with respect to the geotask itself. The three geotasks in Figure 1.1 are all independent.
A geotask G is dependent on another geotask G′ if the execution of G is determined by
the movement of mobile object(s) with respect to both G and G′. For example, we may
want a mobile object to execute G whenever its distance to G is less than its distance to
G′.
The three-dimension classifications create eight categories of geotasks – a geotask can be
s-class/m-class stationary/mobile independent/dependent. To enable geotasking, the key is-
sue is geotask management. A straight-forward implementation is to use a central server to
manage all geotasks, and let mobile objects periodically report their position to the server.
When the server detects that the execution of a geotask is triggered, it sends the geotask to
a corresponding mobile object for execution. This approach presents a single point of failure
and may require frequent location updates from mobile objects to ensure real-time execution
of geotasks. Relying on a central server also prevents geotasking from being used in sev-
4eral application scenarios (e.g., military actions, children camping) where such a server is not
available.
This dissertation explores geotasking in the context of a M-P2P networking environment
where mobile objects are the only computing devices. In the absence of any central server, effi-
cient geotask management is challenging. The geotasks must be stored among mobile objects,
and loaded for execution as soon as triggered by the movement of mobile objects. Different
geotasks also demand different management techniques. As a part of this dissertation, we have
devised a novel technique for efficient management of s-class stationary independent geotasks,
which we refer to as basic geotasks. While our scheme allows the geotasks to be executed as
soon as their triggers are fired, it minimizes the management costs by storing geotasks among
mobile objects dynamically to keep them close to where they are implanted. We have analyzed
the performance of this technique with a detailed mathematical model and verified its accuracy
through simulations. We extended basic geotasks to support other categories of geotasks. Our
research goal is develop a generic geotasking platform for the development and deployment of
all types of geotasks.
1.2 Contributions
Contributions of this dissertation are following.
1) Geotasking provides a new type of computing in M-P2P. Our geographic environment
is a natural storage disk where we, humans store and share data; and wherever we go, we
load and process data either consciously or subconsciously, the data implanted around us.
Existing computation models have not yet captured the essence of this natural data processing.
Geotasking provides a natural solution for persistent storage and efficient execution of geotasks
in a distributed manner.
2) Geotasking provides a distributed and unified solution to handle various types of queries.
Geotasking supports various queries such as a range-monitoring query and a nearest neighbor
query. Existing techniques rely on one or more central/stationary severs in order to sup-
port such queries; different types of queries also require vastly different solutions. Geotasking
5supports a wide range of queries under one platform in a distributed manner.
3) We provide the basic geotask management platform. We partition a network area into
disjoint grids. Each mobile object stores relevant geotasks and executes these geotasks when
some conditions are satisfied. The basic geotask management platform supports several types
of geotasks such as s-class/m-class and stationary/mobile geotasks.
The rest of the chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides discussion of the
state of art. In Chapter 3, the basic geotask management platform using the grid approach is
presented. In Chapter 4, types of geotask are discussed. In Chapter 5, an advanced geotask
management platform is discussed to support various types of geotask management. Finally,
conclusion and description of future work are presented in Chapter 6. Appendix provides an
alternative geotask management platform.
6CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A geotasking system is formed by a set of position-aware mobile objects that can commu-
nicate with each other through wireless networks.1 Without assuming any stationary server,
these mobile objects collaborate in data storage and processing. Database management systems
assuming such a M-P2P environment have been investigated in some aspects (e.g., transaction
management [10, 15, 16], skyline query processing [20]). To our best knowledge, no existing
work has considered the management of motion-triggered executables, i.e., geotasks. From the
perspective of some of its potential uses, geotasking is relevant to location-dependent informa-
tion services and query processing in moving object database management. Existing research
investigates these two types of services separately and generally assumes a centralized environ-
ment with the presence of stationary servers. In contrast, geotasking presents a distributed and
unified solution. From its implementation perspective, geotasking is related to data storage
and retrieval in M-P2P networks. We discuss these works as follows.
2.1 Location-dependent Information Services
A data item is location dependent if its value is determined by the location to which it
is related [58]. Examples of such data include local yellow pages, local events, hotel and
restaurant information. Location-dependent information services refer to services that answer
queries based on where the queries are issued [87]. One type of work in this area aims at
real-time delivery of location-dependent information, in which a message pops up on a mobile
object’s screen as soon as the mobile object moves into a specific place. Existing systems for
1The mobile objects can form a mobile peer-to-peer network (M-P2P) by themselves and communicate
through packet relaying using protocols such as LAR [30], DREAM [59], GPSR [27] and so on. It is worth
mentioning that some applications (e.g., PeopleNet [46]) have been proposed recently on top of a large-scale
M-P2P network.
7such services include ActiveCampus [14], and GeoNotes [51]. Other research works investigate
Location-dependent queries (LDQs) such as range query (e.g., “retrieve the hotels within one
mile”) and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) search (e.g., “find me three nearest hotels”). At
the core of location-based applications, efficient processing of LDQs has been investigated
intensively in the context of cellular networks, where one or more stationary servers are used
as information repositories. In general, a LDQ can be processed on demand or by broadcast,
and client caching can be applied in each mode to improve performance [37]:
• In on-demand access, a mobile client submits a request, associated with a location, to
a server. To minimize disk I/O incurred in query processing, the server usually indexes
the information using spatial data structures such as R-tree [17].
• In broadcast mode, the server broadcasts the information periodically without explicit re-
quests from clients. A client handles its own query by tuning into the broadcast channel
and filtering out the data according to the query. A major challenge here is to mini-
mize client access latency and their battery consumption. A number of techniques (e.g.,
[80], [87], [86], [38]) have been proposed for this purpose. These schemes extended the
early concept of air indexing [22, 23] to support location-dependent queries in broadcast
environment.
• Caching location-dependent data at mobile clients for future LDQs was investigated
in [58, 83, 82, 79, 41, 19] and more recently in [35, 34]. While other schemes assume a
client caches data just for its own use, the techniques in [35, 34] allow clients to share
their caching results. That is, a client can check its nearby clients for query results before
submitting its query to a server.
An LDQ is a continuous query if it stays active for some time period. A continuous LDQ
is often associated with a mobile object’s current position. As the mobile object moves, the
query results keep changing and require update. Two indexing techniques were proposed in
[64] and [67] for on-demand processing of continuous range queries and nearest neighbor search,
respectively. Continuous search of nearest neighbor in broadcast environment was investigated
8in [84, 85]. These works are different from a geotasking system. First, they all rely on a
central server for message management. To determine if a message needs to be delivered, the
server has to track every movement of mobile objects. Frequent location updates will not only
quickly drain the battery of mobile objects, but also create both communication an processing
bottlenecks at the server side. Second, the existing systems associate a message with a point
location. A mobile object receives a message when its distance to the message is less than a
threshold, which is fixed at system wide. In contrast, geotasking associates a message with
a region that can be user-defined. In particular, geotasking implements each message as a
program, and thus allows much more flexible messaging.
2.2 Database Management for Moving Objects
A moving object database management system records the movement of mobile objects
and allows users to track and query these objects, say, retrieving all mobile objects within a
geographic region at some time point. Such queries are also location-dependent; however, they
retrieve mobile objects and are therefore different from the LDQs discussed in the previous
subsection which query stationary objects such as hotels. Existing research assumes a central-
ized architecture where all mobile objects report their location to some stationary server, and
most of the work has focused on two problems that are interrelated, i.e., minimizing mobile
communication cost and server processing cost. Excessive location update from mobile objects
will not only exhaust their battery quickly, but also create a processing bottleneck at the server
side when a large number of mobile objects are involved. To avoid continuous location up-
dates, an effective solution is location estimation [73, 74, 36]. The idea is to let a mobile object
report its current position and velocity and update the server with such information only when
the deviation between the object’s actual location and the estimated location exceeds some
threshold. At the server side, the approximated moving trajectory of mobile objects can then
be indexed for efficient query processing. Many spatial-temporal indexing techniques have
been proposed for this purpose. These schemes allow users to query either the past positions
of mobile objects [52, 33, 53, 66, 18], or their movements in near future [1, 61, 2, 60, 68, 25, 49],
9with a few exceptions that are capable of both [65, 40, 50].
LDQs over mobile objects can also be continuous and various types of such queries have been
studied. One is range-monitoring queries. Such a query requires retrieving the mobile objects
that are currently inside a geographic region and, before the query is terminated, providing
real-time and continuous update as the objects move into and out of the region. The techniques
that support range-monitoring queries include Q-index [54, 77] and MQM technique [7, 8, 9].
Another type of continuous queries is moving range queries studied in [12, 45, 13]. An example
of such queries is “retrieving all mobile objects that are within one mile of my current position.”
As the user moves, the query region changes accordingly. Thus, in addition to the mobility of
mobile objects, the movement of the user who issues the query may also cause the query results
to change. Finally, continuous queries for neighbor monitoring was studied in [81, 78, 47].
Continuous K nearest neighbors (cKNN) query allows one to continuously retrieve moving
objects that are nearest to a reference position. Studies in [47, 81, 78, 64, 39, 24] focused
on efficient methods of cKNN queries by tracking the change of k nearest mobile objects.
Most of these approaches assume that every mobile object updates its location repeatedly to
a centralized server. The server can learn the trajectory of a mobile object and to process a
cKNN query. However, due to the location update interval, the result of cKNN can be changed
between two consecutive location update period (i.e., the query processing might fail to report
a correct result of a cKNN query). A study in [64] proposed an approach in which KNN
query is reevaluated at each time when the moving query object location is updated. Works
in [47, 78, 81] extended the approach of [64] to reduce communication cost by skipping some
KNN query evaluation using positions of mobile objects.
We focus on the two distributed solutions for cKNN as they are most relevant to our
work. Both solutions support moving queries, but also work for stationary queries. Wu et
al. [70] assumes a cellular network with base stations. Their solution consists of two phases.
In the initial phase, a snapshot KNN of an initial location of the query is computed. The
query location, the location of the kth NN (termed critical object), velocity vectors (speed and
direction) of the moving query and the critical object, and the query result are broadcast to
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the mobile objects in relevant cells (which we call a monitoring area hereafter). In the second
phase, the mobile object in the monitoring area determines critical distance defined as the
distance from the current location of the query to the critical object. If the mobile object is
in the query result but its distance to the query point has become larger than the current
critical distance, this object could become a candidate critical object. On the other hand, if
the object is not in the query result and its distance to the query point becomes smaller than
the current critical distance, this object could also be a critical object. The object cannot be
sure whether it is the new critical object or not because it does not know the velocity vectors
of other objects. Hence, candidate critical objects report to the server. The server selects
the correct critical object. It then broadcasts the velocity vector of the critical object to the
monitoring area. The server also broadcasts any changes in the velocity of the query object
and the critical object.
Liu et al. [42] investigate cKNN for road networks. In this environment, object distance
depends on the structure of the road segments. Hence, the monitoring area is computed
accordingly. For each query object, the server initially computes the query result and the
monitoring area. The server sends the information about the query object and the query
result to only objects moving in the monitoring area. These mobile objects inform the server
in the following conditions. 1) The object was not in the query result, but it moves closer to
the query object than the kth NN in the current query result. 2) Other objects in the query
result move further away from the query object than the kth NN. The server recomputes the
query result and the process repeats.
Both the solutions have been shown to reduce server load and communication cost compared
to a centralized approach. Nevertheless, the server is still very involved in receiving reports for
the new kth NN candidates, computing the new kth NN, and updating velocity of the kth NN
to all mobile objects in the monitoring area. Hence, it is not most favorable for M-P2P since
message relay among mobile objects is the means for communication in that environment.
Existing work for moving object management focuses on one or few types of queries. Dif-
ferent types of queries require different solutions. However, geotasking has the potential to
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provide a unified solution for the processing of such queries.
2.3 Data Storage and Retrieval in Distributed Wireless Networks
Efficient data storage and retrieval have been studied intensively in distributed wireless
environments. The techniques most related to this research are those investigated in [57,
56, 6, 76, 46], and we will hereafter refer to them as location-based storage. Despite vastly
different application scenarios, these schemes share a common feature: they all map a data
item into a geographic location and store the data at the mobile/stationary object(s) near to
the location. The technique proposed in [57, 56] was intended for wireless sensor networks. In
this scheme, each data item is associated with a name, which is hashed into a location that
is within the boundary of the network domain. A data item is stored at the sensor that is
nearest to the data’s corresponding hash location. The techniques in [6, 76] adopt a similar idea
for location services in M-P2P networks. These schemes associate each mobile object with a
virtual home region (VHR), a circular area that is centered on a fixed location (e.g., generated
by hashing a mobile object’s ID). When a mobile object moves, it periodically geocasts its
current location to its VHR, and the mobile objects inside the VHR are responsible for storing
this location information. In this way, the mobile objects within a mobile object’s VHR act
as its position servers, from which other mobile objects can obtain its current position. The
technique investigated in [46] was for information sharing among the users in cellular networks.
The proposed scheme partitions the network domain into a fixed number of non-overlapping
regions called bazaars, each composed of several cells. Each bazaar handles some specific types
of data. That is, the mobile objects within a bazaar are responsible for caching the bazaar’s
related data and answering queries related to these data. Since the location of each bazaar
and the types of data it handles are known to all mobile objects, searching for a specific type
of data is to simply route the query to the mobile objects in the related bazaar. While the
techniques mentioned above provide cost-effective solutions for data storage and retrieval in
mobile environment, they do not guarantee storage persistency: a data item will be lost if its
corresponding VHR or bazaar has no mobile objects.
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CHAPTER 3. BASIC GEOTASK MANAGEMENT
3.1 Overview
A geotasking system is simply formed by a set of position-aware mobile objects, without
assuming any stationary server. These mobile objects are connected to each other by means
of wireless networks, and together they facilitate the system with computing and storage
capabilities. Each data item managed in the geotasking system is a special program called
a geotask. Unlike regular programs, each geotask is associated with a geographical region
and its execution is triggered by movements of mobile objects. As mentioned early, geotasks
are classified into three dimensions which are mobile object correlation, geotask mobility, and
geotask dependency. We focus on a basic geotask management in this chapter. (i.e., s-class,
stationary, and independent geotask management). We will use term “geotask” as “basic
geotask” in this chapter.
Figure 3.1 Examples of Geotasking
Figure 3.1 shows examples of geotasking. For instance, a geotask can be implanted in
Amy’s school; as soon as Amy arrives at the school, her cellular phone will automatically
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notify her mom as instructed by the geotask. A soldier can leave a geotask in a dangerous
area (e.g., one containing mines) to sound a warning when other soldiers approach. Similarly,
a brake sensor detecting an icy patch can automatically leave a geotask on the road to alert
every oncoming vehicle. We can also define a geotask that increases/decreases the value of
a counter when a mobile object moves into/out of an area to monitor the traffic conditions
within that area. Data management systems like geotasking have not been investigated in the
literature. Geotasking manages programs (geotasks) instead of data as in traditional databases.
The programs are associated with triggers. Unlike typical database triggers whose execution is
triggered by inserts, updates, or deletes of data items [55], the execution of geotasks is triggered
by movements of mobile objects. A straight-forward design of geotasking is to use a central
server to manage all geotasks, and let each mobile object periodically report its position to
the server. This approach presents a single point of failure and may require frequent location
updates from mobile objects to ensure real-time execution of geotasks. In particular, relying
on a central/stationary server prevents geotasking from being used in application scenarios
(e.g., military actions, children camping) where such a server is not available. This project is
to address the challenges of enabling geotasking and explore its potential in a M-P2P environ-
ment where the system computing and storage capabilities are facilitated by mobile objects
themselves.
3.2 System Model
Our research assumes a fully distributed system which we will refer to as a M-P2P net-
working environment. The system is made up by a set of position-aware mobile objects such
as GPS-enabled PDAs or cellular phones. Without causing ambiguity, we will use the terms
mobile objects and users interchangeably. We assume the mobile objects can communicate
with each other through wireless networks. Before proceeding, let us examine more care-
fully what it means for these mobile objects to communicate through means of wireless. The
mobile objects can form a M-P2P network by themselves. In this case, the communication
among the mobile objects is done through packet relaying; and many efficient protocols (e.g.,
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LAR [30], DREAM [59], GPSR [27]) have been developed for this purpose. Alternatively,
the mobile objects may take advantage of fixed infrastructures, if available, and use them as
a communication backbone. For instance, a set of wireless access points can create a mesh
network [44, 63, 28, 11], allowing mobile objects to communicate as long as they are within
the joint coverage of these access points. A mesh network can cover a very large geographic
terrain1, and therefore may accommodate a large number of mobile objects. In any case, we
simply assume the existence of communication primitives such as broadcast and geocast [48][32]
and will not concern ourselves with how they are actually implemented.
3.3 Geotask Management
Geotasking manages geotasks. Each geotask has three attributes: program, binding region,
and execution trigger. A program is a set of instructions that are executable to mobile objects.
Without loss of generality, we assume each geotask is a serializable Java object that includes a
task() method. A mobile object executes a geotask by calling its task() method. Each geotask
is bound to a geographic area and associated with an execution trigger that specifies how it
needs to be executed. In this paper, we consider only a simple step-in trigger – a mobile object
executes a geotask when the object moves into the region where the geotask is bounded.
Geotasking maps our physical environment into a database; as mobile objects move, they
load and execute the geotasks implanted in their surroundings. From the users’ perspective, the
storage device of a geotasking system is the physical environment and one can store programs
in any area. In reality, however, the physical storage is facilitated by mobile objects. Thus, a
major challenge is geotask management, i.e., how the mobile objects can cache the geotasks and
retrieve them for timely execution. As a simple solution, one can replicate each geotask among
all mobile objects. When a mobile object moves, it checks its movement against each geotask
and when moving into its binding region, launches a new thread to execute it. This approach is
obviously not scalable and may incur significant communication overhead. Whenever a geotask
is implanted or removed, a network-wide broadcast is required in order to update all mobile
1The entire town of Daytona Beach Shores, FL. is now covered by mesh networks [72]. Some predict that
mesh networks may replace the existing cellular infrastructure in near future [62][43].
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Figure 3.2 Geotask Management
For cost-effective geotasking, we propose to partition the network domain into a set of
disjointed grids (or subdomains), each having an equal size, as showed in Figure 3.2, and such
partitioning is made known to all mobile objects. We will model and analyze the factors in
choosing grid size in the next section. We say a geotask and a grid are relevant to each other
if the range of the geotask overlaps with the grid. A geotask may be relevant to more than
one grid since its range may span over several grids. For instances, geotask T3 is relevant only
to grid 9 while T5 is relevant to both grids 3 and 7. We also say a grid is a home grid to a
mobile object if the mobile object is in the grid. Each mobile object caches all geotasks that
are relevant to its home grid and does the following as it moves:
• When the mobile object moves inside its home grid, it checks its movement against each
relevant geotask and executes it when necessary.
• When a mobile object is about to move out of its home grid, it checks if it is the last
mobile object in the grid. If there are some other mobile objects in the grid, the mobile
object can simply delete the geotasks that are relevant to this grid. Otherwise, it keeps
these geotasks which will be retrieved by other mobile objects when they move into the
grid. In this case, the mobile object is called the grid’s retaining mobile object. For
example, if mobile object A in Figure 3.2 is moving out of grid 8, it will become the
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retaining mobile object to this grid. Note that a grid can have at most one retaining
mobile object; and this happens only when there is no mobile object inside the grid.
• When a mobile object moves into a new grid, it needs to retrieve the grid’s relevant
geotasks which can be provided by any other mobile objects in the grid. For instance,
if mobile object A in Figure 3.2 moves into grid 9, it can get T3, the geotask relevant to
grid 9, from either B or C. It is possible that the grid does not have any other mobile
object. In this case, the mobile object searches the grid’s retaining mobile object for the
relevant geotasks. The search starts from the neighboring grids and then sequentially
expands until the retaining mobile object is located. The retaining mobile object can
delete the relevant geotasks after delivering them to the searching mobile object.
Installing a geotask is done by first determining its relevant grids and then geocasting [48,
32] the geotask to these grids. For instance, to implant geotask T4 in Figure 3.2, a user sends
it to all mobile objects in grids 8 and 4. A relevant grid may not have any mobile object. In
this case, we locate the grid’s retaining mobile object using the approach discussed earlier and
send the geotask to this mobile object. Similarly, removing an existing geotask can be done by
notifying all mobile objects in its relevant grids to delete the geotask from their caches. If a
relevant grid does not have any mobile object, then its retaining mobile object is located and
notified instead.
In the above technique, each geotask is cached by either the mobile objects in its relevant
grid(s) and/or a grid’s retaining mobile object. Thus, it guarantees storage persistency. This
scheme also supports the timely execution of geotasks since each mobile object is made aware of
the geotasks relevant to its home grid. As a mobile object moves, it can monitor its movement
against the regions bound with the geotasks it caches and execute one whenever necessary.
When a mobile object moves into a new grid, it can retrieve the grid’s relevant geotasks from
any other mobile objects in the grid. However, when the grid has no other mobile objects,
it would need to search for the grid’s retaining mobile object. This cost can be reduced by
keeping a grid’s retaining mobile object close to the grid. Suppose mobile object H is the
retaining mobile object to grid i, and H is moving from its current grid j into a new grid
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k. If the distance from k to i is farther than that from j to i, then H can send the geotasks
that are relevant to grid i to another mobile object, if any, in grid j. This mobile object then
becomes the new retaining mobile object to grid i. As an example, suppose mobile object A
in Figure 3.2 moves from grid 8 to grid 9, and then to grid 10. If A is the retaining mobile
object to grid 8, it may unload the grid’s relevant geotasks to either B or C. Thus, a grid’s
relevant geotasks can be stored within the grid or as close as possible to the grid.
3.4 Analytical Model
The above geotask management partitions the network domain into grids. The grid size
has profound impact on the overall system performance. To one extreme, the entire network
domain can be one grid. In this case, each geotask is replicated among all mobile objects.
Whenever a geotask is installed or removed, a network wide broadcast is needed. On the other
hand, setting grid size too small can also result in overwhelming communication cost because
a mobile object may move in and out of grids very frequently; and whenever this happens, the
mobile object needs to query for new relevant geotasks. In this section, we analyze the impact
of grid size on the system performance.
Suppose the grid size is d× d and the network domain h× w is partitioned into M grids.
For simplicity of analysis, we assume every mobile object has the same transmission range
r and the network is dense enough that all mobile objects are connected. Recall that when
searching for the relevant geotasks, regional broadcast (e.g., broadcasting within a fixed region
or a number of hops) is used. Many techniques can be used for such broadcast and they can
result in very different communication costs. In fact, the cost itself can have different measures,
e.g., the number of packets sent and/or received, or the size of total network traffic. To avoid
assuming some particular technique and/or some specific metric, we simply assume the cost
of 1-hop broadcast is c and the cost of broadcasting a fixed region is proportional to the area
of the region. Thus, the cost of broadcasting within a range of i hops is Ci = i2 · c.
In geotask management, the communication cost mainly comes from two scenarios: 1)
when a mobile object moves into a new grid, and 2) when a geotask is implanted or removed,
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we analyze these two costs as follows.
3.4.1 Cost of Retrieving Relevant Geotasks
Recall that when a mobile object moves into a grid g, it needs to query for g’s relevant
geotasks. We call this mobile object a requesting mobile object. The search scope can be
sequentially expanded, first within 1 hop, then 2 hops, ..., until some mobile object, called sup-
plying mobile object, that caches the grid’s relevant geotasks is located. Suppose the supplying
mobile object is k-hop away from the requesting mobile object. Then it will take k rounds of
search to locate this supplying mobile object. The total cost can be calculated according to
this formula:
cost(k) =
k∑
i=1
i2 · c = k(k + 1)(2k + 1)
6
· c (3.1)
Now the challenge becomes to identify where the supplying mobile object is actually located.
Suppose there are N mobile objects and they are uniformly distributed in the network domain.
Let p0 be the position of the requesting mobile object, which must be on the boundary of grid
g. If there is any mobile object in the grid, the one that is the nearest to the requesting mobile
object will be the supplying mobile object. Otherwise, the grid’s retaining mobile object is
the supplying mobile object, which must be outside of grid g. Thus, the search cost can be
analyzed based on where the supplying mobile object is found, within or outside of grid g.
Case I. The supplying mobile object is in grid g if there is at least one mobile object in
the grid. Suppose that there are n mobile objects in the grid, where n > 0, and their positions
are p1, p2, ..., and pn, respectively. Then the number of hops from the requesting mobile object
to the supplying mobile object is
Hn =
⌈min(dist(p0, p1), · · · , dist(p0, pn]))
r
⌉
, (3.2)
where dist(x, y) denotes the Euclidean distance between two positions x and y. Hence, the
average cost of locating the supplying mobile object can be calculated as
Cn =
1
4d
(
1
d2
)n
∫
B
∫∫
A
· · ·
∫∫
A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
cost(Hn) dA · · · dA︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
dB, (3.3)
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where B and A are grid g’s boundary and area, respectively. Note that this cost, i.e., Cn, can
be computed using numerical approaches, say, Monte Carlo method [4].
Given a grid and a mobile object in the network domain, the probability that this mobile
object is outside of this grid is 1 − 1M . Given a total of N mobile objects, the probability of
having n mobile objects (excluding the requesting mobile object) in grid g can be calculated
as
Pn = CnN−1(
1
M
)n(1− 1
M
)N−1−n (3.4)
Thus, in average, the cost of searching within grid g is
Costinside =
N−1∑
i=1
Pi · Ci (3.5)
Case II. If the supplying mobile object is found outside grid g, there must be no other
mobile object inside g. Based on Equation 3.4, the probability of having no other mobile object
in grid g is P0 = (1 − 1M )N−1. According to [69], the time duration that a randomly moving
unit may stay in an area can be approximated as an exponential distribution and the mean
staying time is
t¯ =
piA
E[v]L
, (3.6)
where A is the area, L is the perimeter of the area, and E[v] is the average speed of the mobile
unit. Thus, the average time duration that a mobile object stays inside a grid is t¯g = pid4E[v] .
More generally, the average time duration that a mobile object stays inside a square of q× q is
t¯q =
piq
4E[v]
, (3.7)
and the probability density function of the corresponding exponential distribution is
fts(t, q) =
1
t¯q
e
− t
t¯q (3.8)
Since the mobile objects are uniformly distributed and they move randomly, given a specific
close region, the average frequency of the event that some mobile object moves into this region
is equal to that of the event that some mobile object moves out of this region. Since the
average number of mobile objects in a grid is NM , the average time interval of two consecutive
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move-in events on a specific grid is
t¯e =
pid ·M
4E[v]N
, (3.9)
and the probability density function of the corresponding exponential distribution is
fte(te) =
1
t¯e
e−
te
t¯e (3.10)
Suppose the interval from the time when grid g’s retaining mobile object moves out of g to
the time when the requesting mobile object moves into g is tu. Let pr be the position of the
retaining mobile object when the requesting mobile object queries for g’s relevant geotasks.
Then the number of hops from the requesting mobile object to the retaining mobile object
is H(pr, p0) = ddist(p0,pr)r e. Let Si denote the square that centers on grid g and consists of
(2i − 1) × (2i − 1) grids; and let Di denote the geographic region that is inside of Si+1 but
outside of Si. Then the probability that pr locates inside Di is
pi(tu) =
∫ tu
0 fts(t, (2i− 1)d)− fts(t, (2i+ 1)d) dt
= e−
tu
(2i+1)t¯g − e−
tu
(2i−1)t¯g
(3.11)
The average cost of locating the retaining mobile object in Di is
CDi =
1
4d
1
8i2d2
∫
B
∫∫
Di
cost(H(pr, p0))dBdDi, (3.12)
where B is the boundary of grid g as in Equation 3.3. Similar to Cn, Costoutside can be
computed numerically.
Note that the retaining mobile object can be anywhere outside of grid g, tu can be from
0 to infinity, and the size of q can range from d to max(h,w). Let Q = bmax(w,l)d c. Then the
expected search cost incurred in case II is
Costoutside = P0 ·
∑Q
i=1
∫∞
0 fte(tu) · CDi · pi(tu) dtu
= P0 ·
∑Q
i=1(
(2i+1)t¯g
t¯e+(2i+1)t¯g
− (2i−1)t¯gt¯e+(2i−1)t¯g ) · CDi
(3.13)
Thus, the total cost of for a mobile object to retrieve the geotasks relevant to its new home
grid is
Costretrieval = Costinside + Costoutside (3.14)
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3.4.2 Cost of Implanting or Removing Geotasks
We now analyze the communication cost incurred in geotask updates, i.e., implanting or
removing a geotask. Suppose the range of the geotask is a square of l×l. The grid that contains
the center position of this geotask can be seen as a concatenation of a number of rectangles.
Let a = d lde and b = d lde − ld , where d is the grid size. Figure 3.3 shows these rectangles
and their sizes. These rectangles can be classified into three categories: R1X (including R1
along), R2X (including R21, R22, R23, and R24), and R3X (including R31, R32, R33, and R34).
The number of grids that overlaps with the range of the geotask depends on where the center
position of the geotask is located:
• Case 1: If the position is inside R1, the geotask overlaps with (a+ 1)2 grids;
• Case 2: If the position is inside some R2X rectangle, the geotask overlaps with a2 grids;
• Case 3: If the position locates in some R3X rectangle, the number of grids that overlap
with the geotask is a · (a+ 1).
Suppose the geotasks are uniformly distributed in the network domain. Then the probability
of each case is proportional to the size of its corresponding area. Specifically, the probability
of case 1 is b2; the probability of case 2 is (1 − b)2; and the probability of case 3 is 2b(1 − b).
Thus, the average number of grids that overlap with this geotask is
no = a2 · b2 + (a+ 1)2 · (1− b)2 + a(a+ 1) · 2b(1− b)
= (a− b+ 1)2
= (d+ld )
2
(3.15)
When a geotask is installed or removed, all mobile objects in the overlapping grid needs to
be informed. Thus, the cost of installing or removing a geotask can be calculated as
Costupdate = no · d
2
pir2
· c (3.16)
3.4.3 Overall Cost Per Time Unit
Equation 3.14 allows us to determine the cost of one time retrieval of relevant geotasks.
We now analyze the frequency of such retrievals. According to equation 3.6, the average time
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Figure 3.3 Possible Regions for a Geotask’s Center Position
duration that a mobile object stays inside a grid is equal to pid4E[v] . Thus, given that there are
N mobile objects, the frequency of the events that some mobile object moves out its current
grid is
Freqretrieval =
4E[v]N
pid
(3.17)
Each time a mobile object moves into a new grid, it needs to query for the grid’s relevant
geotasks. Thus, the average cost per time unit in geotask retrieval at the network wide can be
calculated as
Costretrieval ptu = Costretrieval × Freqretrieval (3.18)
On the other hand, if Frequpdate denotes the frequency of geotask updates, then the cost
incurred for geotask update per time unit is
Costupdate ptu = Costupdate × Frequpdate (3.19)
Thus, the overall cost per time unit occurred in the entire system can be calculated as
Costptu = Costretrieval ptu + Costupdate ptu (3.20)
3.4.4 Validation of the Analytical Model
We validated Equation 3.20 using simulation. In this study, we fixed the network domain
to be 120 × 120 meter2 and placed on it a number of mobile objects. The mobile object
density is set to be 0.05 object/meter2. These mobile objects are uniformly distributed in
the network domain and they move at random speeds, ranging from 0 to 10 meter/second
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Figure 3.4 Validation of the Analytical Model
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and averaged at 5 meter/second. The mobile object transmission radius is fixed at 10
√
2
meter. To broadcast a packet to all mobile objects in some geographic region, we used an
existing technique called Priority Forwarding [29]. The performance of this technique has been
shown to be little sensitive to the mobile object density. As indicated in [29], the number of
mobile object participating in forwarding a broadcast message is close to be proportional to
the intended broadcast area. In our study, we count the cost of broadcasting a message as the
number of mobile objects that rebroadcast this message. Thus, the cost of 1-hop broadcast is
c = 1.
The range of each geotask generated is a square and the size is uniformly distributed from
5 x 5 to 15 x 15. At the network wide, the frequency of geotask updates is fixed at 10, 30, and
50 geotasks/second. The grid size is varied from 10 to 60 meters. During each simulation run,
we periodically compute the average communication cost incurred during a fixed time interval,
and collect the performance data when the average cost per time unit becomes stabilized.
Figure 3.4 shows both the simulation results and the results computed using Equation 3.20.
We observe that the formula is quite accurate in predicting the average cost per time unit in
each simulation setting. The slight error mainly comes from the assumption that the broadcast
cost is proportional to the area of a broadcast region. In our analytical model, the distance
between the requesting mobile object and the potential supplying mobile object is round to an
integer. In particular, the cost of broadcasting a message in a rectangular region (e.g., within a
grid or a combination of a number of grids that overlap with a geotask) is also approximated by
its area. In simulation, however, the area covered by each broadcast retransmission is actually
a circle.
3.5 Performance Study
In this section, we illustrate the cost incurred in geotask management using the analytical
model presented in the previous section. Table 3.1 summarizes the parameters used in our
study. Unless otherwise specified, the default values are used. We are mainly interested in how
the average cost per time unit is affected by grid size, mobile object density, geotask update
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frequency, and the range of geotasks. In all studies, we present the total cost and its two
separated costs, geotask retrievals and geotask updates, incurred per time unit.
Table 3.1 Simulation Parameters for Basic Geotasking
parameter range default unit
network area 120x120 120x120 meter2
grid size 10x10 - 60x60 30 meter2
geotask range 2x2 - 20x20 N/A meter
mobile object density 0.01 - 0.1 0.05 object/meter2
mobile object speed 0 - 10 5 meter/sec
broadcast radius 10
√
2 10
√
2 meter
update interval 10 - 120 60 second
geotask size 5x5 - 15x15 10x10 meter2
3.5.1 Effect of Grid Size
In this study, we varied the grid size from 10 to 60 meters. The performance results under
three different geotask update frequencies (i.e., 10, 30, and 50 geotasks/second) are plotted in
Figure 3.5. As the grid size increases, the total costs under all three settings initially reduce
and then start to climb up. When a grid size results in the smallest per-time-unit total cost,
we say the grid size is optimal. Figure 3.5 (a) shows that each setting has its own optimal
grid size that minimizes the total costs and a lower update frequency has a larger optimal
grid size. Specifically, the optimal grid sizes for the update frequencies of 10, 30, and 50
geotasks/second are 30, 20, and 15 meters, respectively. Note that the frequency of geotask
update does not affect the cost of geotask retrievals. Thus, when other parameters are fixed,
the cost incurred by geotask retrievals is fixed. Figure 3.5 (b) shows that the costs of geotask
retrievals under three different update frequencies are the same. It also shows that the cost
of geotask retrievals reduces as the grid increases. This is mainly due to the fact that the
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frequency of geotask retrievals is reduced. On the other hand, a larger grid size results in more
costly geotask updates, as showed in Figure 3.5 (c). Obviously, this is because installing or
removing a geotask needs to inform all mobile objects in the grids that overlap with the geotask.
This study shows that the grid size has a profound impact on the overall system performance.
In reality, the challenge of choosing a good grid size is to find the balance: A smaller grid size
reduces the cost of geotask updates since it minimizes the unnecessary broadcast area; but on
the other hand, it increases the frequency of geotask retrievals and thus the total cost incurred
in geotask retrievals.
3.5.2 Effect of Mobile Object Density
This study investigated the impact of mobile object density on the system performance. We
varied the mobile object density from 0.01 to 0.1 object/meter2 and collected the performance
results under three different settings of grid sizes: 10, 30, and 60 meters. The results are plotted
in Figure 3.6. Given a fixed network domain, a higher mobile object density means a more
number of mobile objects. When the grid size is fixed, this increases the frequency of geotask
retrievals. Thus, the total cost of geotask retrievals increases, as confirmed by Figure 3.6
(b). This figure also shows that when the mobile object density increases, a smaller grid size
causes a sharper increase of the per-time-unit cost of geotask retrievals. This is because for
a same mobile object, its frequency of moving into a new grid increases linearly with respect
to the grid size. Figure 3.6 (c) shows that the cost of geotask update is not affected by the
mobile object density. This is simply because the cost of installing or removing a geotask is
determined by the area of the geographic region that needs to be broadcast, instead of the
number of mobile objects inside it. To reduce the cost of geotask updates, it is preferable to
set a smaller grid size. However, a smaller grid size causes more frequent geotask retrievals.
When the mobile object density increases to a certain level, the total cost incurred by geotask
retrievals starts to become dominant and outweigh the savings from the reduction of the total
cost incurred by geotask updates. As showed in Figure 3.6 (a), setting the grid size to be
10 meters initially results in the best performance; but as the mobile object density keeps
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increasing, its performance becomes deteriorated.
3.5.3 Effect of Mobile Object Movement
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Figure 3.7 Effect of Mobile Object Movement
In this study, we varied the average moving speed of a mobile object from 1 to 10 m/sec.
We collected data under three different settings of grid sizes: 10, 30, and 60 meters. Figure
3.7 shows the relationship between transmission cost and the average speed of mobile object.
The cost is increased as the movement becomes faster since the number of request summary
message is increased. The he smaller the grid size increases cost faster than other grid size
with the speed variance. From equation (3.7) we can see that the frequency of a mobile object
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leaving its current grid is proportional to the average speed, and reversely proportional to the
grid size.
3.5.4 Effect of Geotask Update Frequency
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Figure 3.8 Effect of Update Frequency
In this study, we varied the geotask update frequency from 10 to 50 geotasks/second. We
collected the performance data under three different grid sizes and plotted them in Figure 3.8.
Since the frequency and the cost of geotask retrievals are not affected by the geotask updates,
the curves for the total cost of geotask retrievals are flat, as showed in Figure 3.8 (b), although
different grid sizes results in different total costs. A higher update frequency causes a high
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total cost of geotask updates. This expected increases are confirmed in Figure 3.8 (c). Again,
a smaller grid size avoids more unnecessary area that needs to be broadcast when installing
or removing a geotask. Therefore, the total cost incurred by the geotask updates is minimized
when the grid size is set to be 10 meters, which is the minimal setting since the mobile object
transmission radius is 10
√
2 meters.
3.5.5 Effect of Geotask Ranges
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Figure 3.9 Effect of Geotask Area Size
In this study, we increased the average ranges of geotasks from 5x5 to 50x50 meter2. The
performance data under three different grid sizes are plotted in Figure 3.9. When a geotask
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is installed or removed, all grids that overlaps with its range needs to be broadcast. Thus,
installing or removing a geotask with a larger range costs more in general. This is showed in
Figure 3.9 (c). Since the frequency of geotask retrievals and the cost of per retrieval are not
affected by the ranges of geotasks, the three curves are flat in Figure 3.9 (b). Figure 3.9 (a)
shows that the performance under the grid size of 30 meters is the best. Again, this is a result
of the balance of geotask updates and geotask retrievals, one preferring a larger grid size while
the other a smaller one.
3.6 Conclusion
Our geographic environment is a natural storage where we humans store and share data; and
wherever we go, we load and process, either consciously or unconsciously, the data implanted
around us. Abstracting from this natural computing, we define two fundamental features for
geotasking: 1) programs are treated like data and are associated with geographic regions and
2) the execution of these programs are triggered by the movements of their nearby mobile
objects. These features enable geotasking to support a range of new distributed applications
under one platform. We have presented a generic framework for cost-effective management
of various types of geotasks. The proposed approach supports persistent storage and timely
execution of geotasks in a fully distributed environment without relying on any stationary
server. For performance evaluation, we have developed a mathematical model and a detailed
simulator.
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CHAPTER 4. TYPES OF GEOTASK
Recall that we classified geotasks along three dimensions: mobile object correlation, geotask
mobility, and geotask dependency. Table 4.1shows types of geotasks. In the previous chapter,
we have considered only the geotasks with simple step-in triggers; they are bounded to fixed
geographic regions and also assumed to be independent of each other. We explore other types
of geotasks and propose techniques converting other types of geotask to basic geotask (i.e.,
s-class stationary geotask).
Table 4.1 Types of Geotask
Object correlation Geotask mobility Geotask dependency
s-class stationary independent
m-class mobile interrelated
4.1 Mobile Object Correlation
To fulfill various application needs, different execution triggers need to be defined. For
example, we may want a geotask to be executed when a mobile object moves out of its binding
region, or moves into the region from a certain direction at some minimum speed. In reality, a
stop sign is applicable only to the vehicles approaching from the direction it faces. As another
example, a user may want to associate a geotask with a nearest neighbor (NN) trigger – a
mobile object needs to execute the geotask whenever it becomes the one that is nearest to
the geotask. According to whether or not the movement of mobile objects is correlated in
triggering geotask execution, we classify geotasks into two categories.
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• s-class: A geotask is in this category if its execution is triggered by the movement of
each mobile object independently. A geotask with the step-in-trigger is in this category.
By monitoring its own movement against the geotask, a mobile object can determine
whether or not it has moved into the binding region (and thus needs to execute the
geotask).
• m-class: a geotask is in m-class if the movement of one mobile object may cause another
mobile object to execute the geotask. A geotask with the aforementioned NN trigger is
an m-class geotask. In this case, a mobile object may become the nearest neighbor of
the geotask because of the movement of other mobile objects.
One trigger in s-class geotask of a particular interest is overlapping. A geotask with such a
trigger is executed by a mobile object whenever the mobile object’s capable range overlaps with
the geotask’s binding region. Here the concept of capable range is broadly defined. A mobile
object with a camera has a “vision” and the capable range is the area that it can picture;
similarly, a mobile object with a microphone has a capable range in which its sound can be
heard. Moreover, a mobile object with multiple sensors can have multiple capable ranges,
each on one sensing apparatus. Overlapping triggers can be useful in many applications. For
instance, a region can be implanted with a geotask to “monitor enemy tanks and report when
detecting one”. A mobile object with such capability can perform this task as long as it is
capable of monitoring any part of the region, even though it may be outside of region. As
another example, a senior person may want to be aware of a stop sign before moving close to
it. In this case, a mobile object can be associated with a user-defined capable range so that the
user can be alerted from a desired distance. S-class geotasks can be supported by extending
our basic geotask management platform.
Compared to s-class geotasks, m-class geotasks are significantly more difficult to support,
because the firing of their execution is determined by the movement of multiple mobile objects.
Consider a geotask bound to a position P with an NN trigger. To ensure the geotask is
executed as soon as its trigger is fired, one solution is to let each mobile object broadcast its
every movement to the entire network; whenever a mobile object receives a location update,
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it checks if it now becomes the one that is nearest to P . This approach will incur excessive
network overhead. On the other hand, we investigate the following idea. Figure 4.1 shows
two nearest neighbors (A and B) of a query point P. Let da and db be the distance between
A and P , and between B and P , respectively. Our key observation is that A will always be
the one that is the nearest to P as long as no mobile objects cross over the safe boundary, the
circle that centers on P with a radius between da and db. If a radius of a boundary is set as
close to either da or db, A or B will crosses this boundary with high probability, respectively.
The more crossing the boundary incurs the more frequent position update. We set a radius
of a safe boundary as da+db2 which gives equal probability of crossing a boundary for A and
B. We just need to check if the NN trigger is fired only when a mobile object crosses this
boundary after setting a boundary. By making a mobile object perform such a check whenever
it crosses over the boundary, we can support a geotask G with an NN trigger by binding
an auxiliary geotask G′ to the safe boundary with the following instructions for the crossing
mobile object to execute: 1) Find the two mobile objects that are currently nearest to P , and
compute the new safe boundary; 2) Replace the binding region of G′ with the new boundary;
and 3) If the nearest mobile objects to G has changed, execute G (i.e., send the NN result to a
query requestor). Figure 4.2 shows converting m-class, stationary geotask to s-class stationary
geotask with safe boundary concept. Note that, R is a geotask bound to a position P with an
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NN trigger and R′ is a safe boundary.
Geotask g = {
BindingRegion 
= R;
ExecutionTrigger 
= Nearest node from P;
task() 
= Do t1;
}
Geotask g-safe = {
BindingRegion 
= R’;
ExecutionTrigger 
= Step across ;
task() 
= Find nearest node from P;
Notify to the new nearest node 
to run t1;
Recalculating R’;
}
m-class s-class
Figure 4.2 Converting m-class to s-class
When a user asks to create a geotask with an NN trigger, the system can compute its
initial safe boundary and then install a corresponding auxiliary geotask with an executable
that includes the above instructions. The auxiliary geotask is executed whenever a mobile
object crosses over its binding region and therefore it is an s-class geotask. This indicates that
the geotask with an NN-trigger, which is an m-class geotask, can be converted into an s-class
geotask, which can then be managed using the basic geotasking management. In general, not
every movement of mobile objects will trigger the execution of a geotask. Given an m-class
geotask, we can identify all safe boundaries where a crossing may cause it to be executed; and
for each of these boundaries, we can implant an auxiliary geotask with the instructions that
we want a crossing mobile object to perform. This strategy allows an m-class geotask to be
converted into one or more s-class geotasks. Some specific types of triggers to be considered
include KNN trigger (a mobile object needs to execute a geotask if it is one of the K mobile
objects that are nearest to the geotask) and density-monitoring trigger (execute a geotask as
soon as the number of mobile objects inside its binding region exceeds some threshold). For
KNN triggers, we investigate what safe boundaries need to be defined and what actions need
to be performed when a crossing event occurs in the next chapter.
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4.2 Geotask Mobility
Recall that a stop sign is a geotask bound to a geographic region. While the binding region
for such a geotask is fixed during its entire life time, many geotasks in our daily life may be
bound dynamically. For instance, an advertising message displayed on a vehicle is a geotask
that is associated with a moving point; as the point moves, the corresponding binding region
changes. A police car moving with its siren on is another example of mobile geotasks that
demands attention from its nearby people wherever it goes. Dynamic binding adds a new
dimension of challenges to geotask management. When a mobile, referred as a focal mobile
object, is bound with a geotask, it would have to advertise its every movement in order for other
mobile objects to know the current binding region. One way to reduce the communications
cost is to let the focal mobile object broadcast its velocity information to all mobile objects
inside the cells where this geotask might need to be executed. This approach, however, is
effectively only when the velocity does not change frequently.
Our idea is to convert a mobile geotask into one or more stationary geotask, which can
then be supported with the basic geotasking management platform. Consider a mobile geotask
with a step-in trigger. The binding region is a circle with a radius of df and is centered at the
focal mobile object’s position P . Let A be the nearest mobile object to P that is outside of the
binding region, and let da be its distance to P . We define two circular safe boundaries, Bi and
B0, which are illustrated in Figure 4.3. Both circles center on P , but Bi has a radius of
da−df
2
and B0 has a radius of
da+df
2 . We have the following observation: As long as the movement
of the focal mobile object is limited inside Bi, the binding region will always be contained by
B0. In other words, unless the focal mobile object moves out of Bi, or there is a mobile object
crossing over B0, it is impossible that some mobile object steps into the binding region and
therefore has to execute the geotask. As a result, we can support the mobile geotask as follows.
Whenever the focal mobile object moves out of Bi, we let it broadcast its current position to all
mobile objects inside the cells relevant to the geotask (allowing these mobile objects to check
if they are now in the binding region); and whenever a mobile object moves into B0, we let it
check with the focal mobile object and execute the geotask if and whenever a mobile object
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moves into B0, In either case, a mobile object which crosses either Bi or B0 recomputes both
boundaries.
outer safe 
boundary Bo
da
inner safe 
boundary Bi
binding 
region
df
P
A
B
Figure 4.3 Inner and Outer Safe Boundaries
Clearly, the above mechanisms can be implemented by binding two auxiliary geotasks on
Bi and B0, respectively, and associating them with the corresponding actions for a crossing
mobile object to perform. Both geotasks are stationary – their binding regions are fixed until
a crossing event occurs. In general, to support a mobile geotask, we can find an inner safe
boundary for the focal mobile object and all outer safe boundaries where a crossing event may
trigger the execution of the geotask; and for each of these boundaries, we bind an auxiliary
geotask with some necessary instructions for a crossing mobile object to perform. This strategy
allows us to convert a mobile geotask into a number of stationary geotasks. Figure 4.4 shows
converting mobile geotask to 2 stationary s-class geotasks.
4.3 Geotask Dependency
The geotasks we consider so far are independent in the sense that the execution of a geotask
is determined by the movement of mobile object(s) with respect to the geotask itself. We say
a geotask G is dependent on another geotask G′ if the execution of G is determined by the
movement of mobile object(s) with respect to both G and G′. A geotask may be dependent on
multiple geotasks. As an example, consider a group of geotasks inside a region R and a mobile
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Geotask  g-outer = {
BindingRegion = Bo;
ExecutionTrigger = Step in Bo;
task() = t’
}
mobile 2 s-class geotasks
Geotask  g = {
BindingRegion 
= Position of F + radius r;
ExecutionTrigger 
= Step in/out;
task() 
= do t1;
}
Geotask  g-inner = {
BindingRegion = Bi;
ExecutionTrigger = Step out Bi;
task() = t’’
}
Figure 4.4 Converting Mobile Geotask to s-class Geotasks
node in r. We want to monitor the nearest geotask from the mobile object, and execute it
when other geotasks’ statuses are changed. An application use of such interrelated geotasks is
to remind soldiers in a battlefield of their nearest dangerous spots (each can be implemented
as a geotask displaying a warning message).
G2G3
G1
AB
C
D
R
Figure 4.5 Interrelated Geotasks
The above example is a group of s-class interrelated geotasks - a mobile object can determine
which geotask to execute by monitoring its own movement against the geotasks in the group.
There are also m-class interrelated geotasks. For example, when a mobile object moves inside
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R, we may want it to be aware of the geotask that has the least number of mobile objects that
take it as the nearest geotask. Figure 4.5 shows three geotasks and three mobile objects in
region R. G1 has two mobile objects (i.e., A and B) that consider it as the nearest geotask.
Similarly, G2 has mobile object C taking it as the nearest geotask and G3 has no such mobile
object. Thus, if mobile object D is moving into R at this time, then it would need to execute
G3. Such m-class interrelated geotasks can be used for load balancing, for instance, each
geotask is a supplying station in a battlefield and we want mobile objects to know the station
that is least loaded.
Also like independent geotasks, interrelated geotasks can be mobile. While an individual
geotask can move, the group binding region may also change as a result of the movement of
geotasks.
For s-class stationary interrelated geotasks, we support them by extending our basic geotask
management platform. Given a group of such geotasks inside R, we can create a macro geotask
that takes R as its binding region. The macro also includes the location information of these
geotasks. When a mobile object moves into R, it can then monitor its movement against each
individual geotask and executes one when necessary. As such, the group of interrelated geotasks
can then be implemented as an independent geotask. For m-class stationary interrelated
geotasks, it is significantly more challenging to support because a mobile object needs to
track the movement of other mobile objects in order to determine which geotask to execute.
Given a group of such geotasks, if its binding region R is small (say, within 1-2 hops wireless
coverage), one can let mobile objects inside R broadcast their every movement so that each
mobile object knows when and which a geotask needs to be executed. However, if the binding
region spans over a large terrain or involves a large number of mobile objects, this approach
would incur excessive communication cost.
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CHAPTER 5. ADVANCED GEOTASK MANAGEMENT
5.1 Introduction
We introduce various types of geotasks in the previous chapter. We propose a platform
for these advanced geotasks in this chapter. Our platform supports s-class/m-class geotask,
stationary/mobile geotask, and independent geotask. We introduce a spatial monitoring query
(SMQ) for management of advanced geotasks since SMQ contains all characteristics of above
advanced geotasks.
Given a set of mobile objects, a SMQ retrieves the set of mobile objects that provides
real-time updates on the query results whenever the status of mobile objects are satisfied with
predefined conditions. SMQ allows users to monitor mobile objects that satisfy some spatial
constraints. The four most important types of SMQs are:
• Stationary Range Monitoring Query (S-RMQ): An S-RMQ retrieves the set of mobile
objects that are inside a user-defined geographic region, and provides real-time updates
whenever a mobile object crosses over the border of the region. As mobile objects move,
the query results may keep changing.
• Mobile Range Monitoring Query (M-RMQ): An M-RMQ also allows one to monitor the
mobile population inside a user-defined region, but the query region is associated with a
mobile object, referred to as a focal mobile object. As the mobile object moves, the query
region changes.
• Stationary KNN Monitoring Query (S-KNNMQ): An S-KNNMQ retrieves the set of K
mobile objects that are nearest to a user-defined query point, and provides real-time
updates whenever this set of mobile objects changes.
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• Mobile KNN Monitoring Query (M-KNNMQ): An M-KNNMQ is the same as an S-
KNNMQ, except that the query point is associated with some mobile object. As the
focal mobile object moves, the query point changes.
Unlike regular spatial queries, an SMQ is a continuous query and may stay active for a
certain time period. As basic operators in moving objects database management systems,
efficient processing of the above four types of SMQs has been investigated intensively, and
separately, in the context of a centralized environment, wherein mobile objects are assumed to
be able to communicate with some central server directly. Our research considers the problems
of providing SMQs in a fully distributed mobile networking environment. Specifically, given
a set of mobile objects that forms a M-P2P, we want to perform SMQs over these mobile
objects. Our work is motivated by the potential uses of SMQs in the application scenarios
(e.g., battlefields, emergency management) where fixed communication infrastructures may not
exist. In the absence of any central/stationary server, efficient query processing is challenging.
A simple solution is to let mobile objects broadcast their every movement to the entire network.
Whenever a query creator receives a location update, it computes the query result by itself.
This strategy allows one to provide real-time and accurate query results, but is not scalable.
Excessive location updates will quickly exhaust mobile objects’ battery, and may suspend the
whole network.
In this dissertation, we present a novel technique, which we refer to as Peer-to-Peer Mon-
itoring Query Management (P2P-MQM), for real-time and cost-effective processing of SMQs.
Our technique supports S-RMQs and the three types of SMQs by converting them into S-
RMQs. Thus, all queries can be managed with one common platform. To minimize communi-
cation costs incurred in query management, our approach stores queries among mobile objects
and does so dynamically to make each mobile object aware of its nearby queries. We extend
the basic geotask management platform to support SMQs.
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5.2 Handling Stationary Range Monitoring Queries
The basic geotask management platform in Chapter 3 can be used for supporting S-RMQs.
The query is bound to the area to be continuously monitored. The network is partitioned into
disjoint grid cells and each mobile object caches the queries that are relevant to its home grid
cell. The mobile object sends its id to a query requestor when it crosses query boundary. In
Chapter 3, a mobile object only checks step in trigger condition. However, to support S-RMQ,
a mobile object executes a geotask when it steps in and steps out of the binding region.
5.2.1 Detailed Design
We now give a more formal description of our technique. Our design of a mobile object
mainly consists of two components: MessageListener and RegionMonitor. To facilitate our
discussion, we define the following notations for the data structures maintained by a mobile
object:
• myID: The mobile object’s unique identifier
• myPos: The mobile object’s current position
• myCell: The mobile object’s current home cell
• myQueries: The list of queries that are relevant to myCell
• myRetains: The list of cells to which the mobile object is currently a retaining mobile
object and their relevant queries;
MessageListener: The mobile object listens to these messages and processes them as
follows:
• SearchMobileObject(cell): If myPos is inside cell, or cell is listed in myRetains, reply with
a candidate message including myID and myPos.
• RetrieveQueries(cell):
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– Send all queries relevant to cell to the requester;
– If cell is listed in myRetains, remove the cell and its relevant queries from myRetains.
• SetRetainingMobleObject(cell, queries):
– Add cell and queries to myRetains.
• InstallQuery(Q):
– If query Q overlaps with myCell, add Q to myQueries;
– For each cell g listed in myRetains, if g overlaps with Q, add Q to the list of g’s
relevant queries.
• RemoveQuery(Q):
– If query Q overlaps with myCell, remove Q from myQueries;
– For each cell g listed in myRetains, remove Q from the list of g’s relevant queries.
RegionMonitor: When the mobile object moves, it monitors its movement and does the
followings:
1. If it crosses over the boundary of any query listed in myQueries, notify the query’s
creator;
2. If it moves into a new cell, say newCell, do the followings:
• Set CandidateList = NULL;
• Broadcast message SearchMobileObject(myCell) within myCell;
• Collect all candidate messages and add them to CandidateList;
• If CandidateList = NULL, add myCell and myQueries to myRetains (becoming
the cell’s retaining mobile object);
• Otherwise, do the following:
– For each cell c (if any) in myRetains, check its distance to myCell and to
newCell;
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– If c is closer to myCell than to newCell, then find the mobile object in the
CandidateList that is nearest to c, and send a message
SetRetainingMobileObject(g, queries) to the mobile object, where queries is
the list of queries relevant to c.
• Set myCell = newCell, CandidateList = NULL, and TTL = 1;
• While CandidateList is NULL, do the followings:
– Broadcast message SearchMobileObject(myCell) within a scope of TTL hops;
– Collect all candidate messages and add them to CandidateList;
– Increase TTL by 1.
• Among all mobile objects in CandidateList, find the one which is the closest to
myPos, and send it a message RetrieveQueries(myCell) to retrieve myCell’s rel-
evant queries.
5.3 Handling Other Types of SMQs
We now consider how to support other types of queries, including M-RMQ, S-KNNMQ,
and M-KNNMQ. We show that given such a query, we can find a set of safe boundaries; unless
there is a crossing event, the query result does not change. Thus, the query needs to be re-
evaluated only when some mobile object crosses over a boundary. Since each boundary can
be considered as a stationary range monitoring query, the technique presented in the previous
section can then be used to manage all these types of queries.
5.3.1 Mobile Range Monitoring Query
An M-RMQ is associated with a mobile object, referred to as a focal mobile object. As the
mobile object moves, the query region changes accordingly. An example use of such queries is
for a commander to monitor the soldiers that are within 1 mile of his current position.
Figure 5.1 shows a focal mobile object N at position (xn, yn) and its current query re-
gion R[(xq, yq), (x′q, y′q)]. Given a rectangle R, we will denote it as R[(x, y), (x′, y′)], where
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points (x, y) and (x′, y′) are its lower-left and upper-right coordinates, respectively. Let
Ri[(xi, yi), (x′i, y
′
i)] be the minimum bounding rectangle that contains all mobile objects that
are currently inside the query region, and let Ro[(xo, yo), (x′o, y′o)] be the maximum bound-
ing rectangle that contains the query region and does not have any mobile objects that are
currently outside the query region. Then we call the following three rectangular boundaries,
Bi [(
xq+xi
2 ,
yq+yi
2 ), (
x′q+x′i
2 ,
y′q+y′i
2 )], Bo [(
xq+xo
2 ,
yq+yo
2 ), (
x′q+x′o
2 ,
y′q+y′o
2 )], and Bf [(xn−min(xq−xo2 ,
x′i−x′q
2 ), yn − min(yq−yo2 ,
y′q−y′i
2 )), (xn + min(
x′o−x′q
2 ,
xi−xq
2 ), yn + min(
y′o−y′q
2 ,
yi−yq
2 ))], as the M-
RMQ’s outer safe boundary, inner safe boundary, and focal safe boundary, respectively. Our
key observation is that, the query result will remain the same unless the focal mobile object
moves out of Bf , some mobile object currently inside R crosses over Bi, or some mobile object
currently outside of R crosses over Bo. Thus, the query can be processed by making the focal
mobile object monitor its movement against Bf , and other mobile objects Bi and Bo. If anyone
detects that it crosses over a boundary, it notifies the focal mobile object to re-evaluate the
query and provides the latest query result. Note that the above discussion assumes that each
query region is a rectangular area. In the case it is a circular area, we can compute the circular
safe boundaries in a similar way.
To create a new M-RMQ, a mobile object notifies the selected focal mobile object, which
then executes the following M-RMQ(Np, Rq) procedure, where Np is the current position of
the focal mobile object and Rq is the current query region.
M-RMQ(Np, Rq)
1. Find all cells that overlap with Rq;
2. Retrieve the position of all mobile objects inside these overlapping cells;
3. Provide the initial query result (i.e., find all mobile objects inside Rq);
4. Compute Ro and Ri;
5. Compute Bo, Bi, and Bf , according to Np, Ro, Ri, and the position information of the
mobile objects inside the overlapping cells, and do the followings:
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Figure 5.1 Safe Boundaries for an M-RMQ
• Submit Bo and Bi as two S-RMQs with the additional information that tells a
mobile object to perform the followings whenever crossing over Bo or Bi,
– Remove the two S-RMQs created with Bo and Bi;
– Notify the focal mobile object to re-evaluate the query by calling M-RMQ(Np, Rq).
• Monitor movement against Bf and if moving out of it, re-evaluate the query by
calling M-RMQ(Np, Rq);
5.3.2 Stationary KNN Monitoring Query
When a user issues an S-KNNMQ on point p, the system needs to return the k mobile
objects that are nearest to the query point p, and provide continuous updates whenever the
query result changes. Let Nk be the kth nearest mobile object to p with a distance of dk,
and Nk+1 be the (k + 1)th nearest mobile object to p with a distance of dk+1. Let B be the
circular boundary that centers on p with a radius of dk+dk+12 . These notations are illustrated
in Figure 5.2. The set of k mobile objects nearest to p does not change as long as no mobile
objects move across B. Thus, B can serve as the query’s safe boundary. When a mobile object
crosses over the boundary, it computes a new safe boundary by identifying the k + 1 mobile
objects nearest to p and informs the query creator of the new set of k nearest mobile objects.
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The above approach converts an S-KNNMQ into a circular S-RMQ. A more formal de-
scription for this algorithm is as follows, where p is the query point and k is the number of
nearest neighbors to monitor.
S-KNNMQ(p, k)
1. Find the k + 1 mobile objects that are nearest to p by searching the cell that contains p
(and expanding the search scope if necessary);
2. Notify the query creator the k nearest mobile objects;
3. Compute the safe boundary B according to p, the positions of the k and k+ 1th nearest
mobile objects;
4. Submit B as an S-RMQ with the additional information that tells a mobile object, when
crossing over B, to re-evaluate the query by calling S-KNNMQ.
5.3.3 Mobile KNN Monitoring Query
An M-KNNMQ, like an M-RMQ, is associated with a focal mobile object; as the mobile
object moves, the query point p changes accordingly. Figure 5.3 shows an M-KNNMQ having
its current query point at p. Again, let Nk be the kth nearest mobile object to p with a
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distance of dk, and Nk+1 be the (k + 1)th nearest mobile object to p with a distance of dk+1.
An existing technique of snapshot KNN like DIKNN [75] can be used to get the initial k + 1
nearest neighbors. We define the following three p-centered circumcisers, Bf , Bi, and Bo, the
radius of which are Rf =
dk+1−dk
3 , Ri = dk +
dk+1−dk
3 , and Ro = dk + 2× dk+1−dk3 , respectively.
These notations are illustrated in Figure 5.3. Clearly, the set of k mobile objects nearest to p
does not change as long as the focal mobile object does not moves out of Bf , and no mobile
objects cross over Bi or Bo. Thus, we just need to make the focal mobile object to monitor
its movement against Bf , and other mobile objects to monitor their movement against Bi and
Bo. If a crossing event occurs, the focal mobile object is notified to re-evaluate the query. A
more formal description of this algorithm (executed by the focal mobile object) is as follows,
where p is the focal mobile object’s current position and k is the number of nearest mobile
objects to monitor.
Nk+1
P
Nk
dk
d
k+1
dk+1 - dk
Bf (radius = 
Bo (radius = dk + 2 x 
Bi (radius = dk + 
3
)
dk+1 - dk
3
)
dk+1 - dk
3
)
Figure 5.3 Safe Boundaries for an M-KNNMQ
M-KNNMQ(p, k)
1. Find the k + 1 mobile objects that are nearest to p by searching the cell that contains p
(and expand the search scope if necessary);
2. Notify the query creator the k nearest mobile objects;
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3. Compute Bf , Bi, and Bo according to p, the positions of the k and k+1th nearest mobile
objects;
4. Submit Bi and Bo as two S-RMQs with the additional information that tells a mobile
object to do the followings when crossing over Bo or Bi,
• Remove the two S-RMQs created with Bi and Bo;
• Notify the focal mobile object to re-evaluate the query by calling M-KNNMQ(p, k).
5. Monitor movement against Bf and if moving out of Bf , re-evaluate the query by calling
M-KNNMQ(p, k);
5.4 Performance Study
Our analysis allows us to conveniently evaluate the performance of our technique under dif-
ferent settings. However, it assumes the network is fully connected, and does not consider the
delay in updating query results. In this section, we use our simulator for a more comprehensive
performance evaluation. Since our technique supports S-RMQs and the three remaining types
of SMQs by converting them into S-RMQs, only S-RMQs are considered in our performance
study. The network may be partially disconnected. We simulate a small battlefield where the
movement of mobile objects follows the random walk model [21]. The parameters used in our
simulation are summarized in Table 5.1. For performance comparison, we have also imple-
mented a baseline approach. In this scheme, a mobile object monitors the mobile population
in a region of interest by periodically querying the mobile objects inside the cells that overlap
with the region. Our study focuses on the following performance metrics:
• Communication cost per time unit: The total number of packets transmitted by each
mobile object during the simulation divided by the total simulation time.
• Miss rate: The ratio between number of fails to execute queries and the total number of
crossing boundaries.
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• Delay: The period from the time a mobile object actually crosses over a query boundary
to the time when the mobile object knows that it has crosses over the boundary. This
metric measures the delay in executing a query.
Table 5.1 Simulation Parameters for SMQs
parameter default unit
number of mobile objects 300 objects
average mobile object speed 5 meter/sec
network area 5,000 x 5,000 meter2
cell size 350 x 350 meter2
transmission radius 500 meter
number of S-RMQs 100
In the next subsections, we report how the performance of the two techniques (i.e., proposed
and baseline) is affected by the number of mobile objects and mobile object mobility.
5.4.1 Effect of the Number of Mobile Objects
We generated a number of mobile objects, from 100 to 500 and placed them on the network
domain. For each simulation, the average of mobile object speed is set to be 5 meters/second.
In the baseline approach, the result of each query is updated at three different periods (T):
1, 5, and 10 seconds. Figure 5.4(a) shows the communication costs incurred by the proposed
approach and the baseline approaches. The baseline approaches are insensitive to the number
of mobile objects since the cost of query execution is determined by the frequency of updating
query results. However, as the number of mobile objects increases, the communication cost
of the proposed approach is initially reduced and then starts to increase. When the number
of mobile objects is small (e.g., 100 mobile objects), the network is partially disconnected,
and the chance is high that a mobile object moving into a new cell cannot find any mobile
object in the cell for relevant queries and therefore has to search for the cell’s retaining mobile
object. When the number of mobile objects is large, most likely a mobile object will get its
new cell’s relevant queries within one hop. However, the number of the events of having some
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mobile object crossing over a cell boundary increases, which causes the communication cost to
increases.
Figure 5.4(b) shows the miss rate of the proposed approach and the baseline approaches.
It shows that the miss rate of the baseline approaches is affected by the frequency of updating
query results. The more frequent, the more accurate query results will be achieved. However,
the baseline approach can never achieve 100% accuracy. In contrast, the proposed technique
can guarantee accurate query results when the network is fully connected. When the network
is slightly disconnected, it can still achieve nearly 0% miss rate.
Figure 5.4(c) shows the delays incurred by the two techniques. It shows that the delay
caused by the baseline approach initially drops and then becomes stabilized. This is due to the
fact that when the number of mobile objects is small, many queries are never actually executed,
i.e., the miss rate is very high, as showed in Figure 5.4(b). However, regardless of the number
of mobile objects, the delay under the three baseline approaches is always considerably high.
In contrast, the proposed technique can achieve almost instant execution of all queries.
5.4.2 Effect of Mobile Object Movement
In this study, we generated 300 mobile objects and randomly placed them on the network
domain. We vary the average speed of mobile object movement from 1 to 10 meters/second.
Figure 5.5(a) shows the communication cost incurred by the proposed approach and the base-
line approaches. The proposed technique incurs more communication costs as the mobile object
mobility increases. This is not surprising because the frequency of crossing cells increases when
the average speed of mobile objects increases. Each time a mobile object moves into a new cell,
it needs to retrieve the cell’s relevant queries. As for the baseline approach, the communication
cost is not affected by the mobile object mobility. Figure 5.5(b) shows the miss rate of the
proposed approach and the baseline approaches. The proposed approach shows no miss rate
regardless of mobile object speeds, because the network is fully connected given 300 mobile
objects. As such, each query can be executed as soon as a mobile object crosses over its bound-
ary. As for the baseline approach, the miss rates under the three settings of query frequency
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increases as the average speed of mobile objects increases. As mobile objects move faster,
the chance of crossing a query boundary without knowing the query increases. Figure 5.5(c)
shows that the delay in query execution under each technique. Again, the proposed approach
is able to guarantee real-time execution while the baseline approaches incur significant amount
of latency.
5.5 Conclusion
We have introduced advanced geotasks categorized along the three dimensions: mobile
object correlation, geotask mobility, and geotask dependency. We showed how geotasks and
the basic management platform can be used to efficiently support stationary range monitoring
queries. We showed that other types of mobile range monitoring query and stationary/mobile
KNN monitoring query can be converted into a number of S-RMQs. Thus, they can be all
supported within one unified platform. Unlike existing research, our technique does not rely
on any central server. Instead, mobile objects collaborate in query processing. Our technique
is efficient because each mobile object needs to cache only its nearby queries. As a mobile
object moves, it can evaluate the queries it knows. As a result, accurate and real-time query
results can be provided when the network is fully connected.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Our geographic environment is a natural storage where we humans store and share data; and
wherever we go, we load and process, either consciously or unconsciously, the data implanted
around us. Geotasking mimics human interaction with the physical world as humans generate
information and store/retrieve information to/from a geographical location. In the proposed
works, programs are treated like data and these programs are executed by various types of
triggers. We have proposed a generic platform for cost-effective management of various types of
geotasks. The proposed approaches support persistent storage and timely execution of geotasks
in a fully distributed environment. Geotasking provides a unified solution in a distributed
manner.
We classify geotasks into three categories based on mobile object correlation, geotask mo-
bility, and geotask dependency. We have provided a mathematical model of communication
cost and evaluated the technique using simulation for basic geotask management. We also
provide techniques for converting from various types of geotasks to s-class and stationary geo-
task using the safe boundary concept. Finally, we propose a generic platform to support these
various types of geotasks. We have presented how to use advance geotasks to support station-
ary range monitoring queries (S-RMQs), and showed that mobile range monitoring query and
stationary/mobile KNN monitoring query can be converted into a number of S-RMQs. Thus,
they can all be supported within one unified platform.
Safe-Time technique is described in the appendix as an alternative to support one type of
geotasks (continuous KNN query). Instead of partitioning a network into grid cells, Safe-Time
uses distance information between nodes and a query point to calculate an update interval.
United-Safe-Time and Extend-Safe-Time further reduce communication cost.
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Our future works are follows. 1) Explore various types of interrelated geotasks. We cur-
rently support s-class/m-class in mobile object correlation and support stationary/mobile in
geotask mobility. However, current works only support independent geotasks in geotask de-
pendency. Exploring interrelated geotasks and developing corresponding solutions enable the
support for more types of geotasks. 2) In our current solution, the network partitioning is
pre-determined with a fixed cell size. While this simplifies our technique design, it may not
achieve optimal system performance. A larger cell size reduces the chance of a mobile object
moving in and out of a cell, and so decreases the communication costs incurred in retrieving
relevant queries. However, it increases the cost of installing/removing a query, which needs to
be broadcast to all mobile objects inside a cell. Clearly, various factors such as mobile object
mobility and query activities need to be considered in order to determine a good cell size. As
these parameters may change from time to time, dynamic network partitioning is necessary to
ensure consistent good performance.
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APPENDIX
SAFE-TIME: AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH FOR GEOTASK
MANAGEMENT
Introduction
The techniques in previous chapters use the grid based approach in which a network is
partitioned into disjoint grids In this chapter, we propose an alternative approach for geotask
management without grid cells. We consider a continuous k nearest query (cKNN) which is
m-class, stationary, and independent geotask for the alternative approach.
To the best of our knowledge, existing solutions for cKNN except two [70, 42] belong to a
centralized approach. In the centralized approach, all mobile objects periodically report their
locations and other information to a centralized server. The server computes query results and
returns them to the query requesters. These schemes are suitable for an infrastructure-based
wireless communication environment such as cellular networks with base stations because the
communication cost for location updates from all mobile objects is not prohibitively expensive.
These solutions, hence, focus on reducing disk I/Os by utilizing index structures at the server
to speed up the query execution time.
The two distributed solutions [70, 42] share a common idea to oﬄoad some computation
from the server to mobile objects in a monitoring area enclosing a query point. The two
techniques differ mainly in the calculation of the monitoring area. A cellular network with base
stations is assumed in [70] whereas in [42], a road network environment is assumed. In either
case, the server informs mobile objects in a monitoring area of a query of the distance (critical
distance) between the query point and the kth nearest neighbor (term kth NN hereafter), the
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speed, and the direction of the kth NN when the information is changed. Based on the critical
distance and the distance between the mobile object and the query object, the mobile object
in the monitoring area can determine whether it could change the query result. If so, it
reports to the server to compute the correct query result. These two distributed solutions have
been shown to reduce server load and communication overhead compared to the centralized
solutions.
Nevertheless, in an environment without wireless infrastructures or a server such as pure
mobile M-P2P, the requirement to interact with the server to relay information to the monitor-
ing area still incurs expensive communication cost. In addition, the above distributed schemes
require the knowledge of directions and speeds of mobile objects.
In this paper, we address the stationary cKNN problem, for M-P2P. Given a set of mobile
objects and a set of stationary queries in a 2D geographical space, we are interested in con-
tinuously monitoring a set of K nearest objects to each query. Our solution does not require
the server, nor the knowledge of current objects’ speed and directions. Our contributions are
summarized below.
First, we propose Safe-Time—the first serverless distributed solution for stationary cKNN
for M-P2P. The two key features of Safe-Time are as follows. 1) During a safe-time period of
a given query, the query result is guaranteed to remain the same. Hence, there is no need to
re-execute the query. 2) Once the safe-time expires, execution of the query involves only mobile
objects in a circular band of width equal to the estimated distance between the kth and the k+
1th NNs. The two features provide savings in terms of communication cost over the centralized
approach. Second, we introduce Unite-Safe-Time to further reduce communication cost for
dense queries. When queries are sufficiently close to each other in a sufficiently dense network,
results of these queries are likely similar. Unite-Safe-Time executes one virtual query derived
from a number of nearby queries instead of executing each of them separately. We analyzed for
a condition when Unite-Safe-Time is more advantageous than Safe-Time. Unite-Safe-Time is
used only in such conditions. Third, we introduce Extend-Safe-Time to reduce communication
cost. This technique increases the length of the safe-time period by α% of the original safe-
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time period. The technique is suitable for the condition when most mobile objects move much
slower than their maximum speed. This is because query results may remain same even some
time after the safe-time period. We analyze the tradeoff between the increased safe-time period
and percentage of missed query results. Forth, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithms in terms of communication cost under different conditions. In the best case in our
study, Safe-Time saves up to 66% of the cost of the centralized approach. Unite-Safe-Time
saves up to 78% of the cost of the centralized approach and Extend-Safe-Time saves up to 80%
of the cost of the centralized approach.
Proposed Safe-Time Algorithm
Given a set of mobile objects O = {o1, o2, . . . , on} and a set of stationary queries Q =
{q1, q2, . . . , qq} in a 2D geographical space, we continuously monitor a set of K nearest objects
to each query. We consider two query results to be same if they consist of exactly the same
objects regardless of the difference in the order of the objects [71]. For instance, if the first and
the second nearest neighbors switch place in the query results that consist of the same objects,
the two query results are considered same.
Assumptions: Mobile objects communicate via message relay (i.e., M-P2P) and they
move in any moving patterns. We assume only the knowledge of the maximum speed (termed
MaxSpeed) of all the mobile objects at all time while they are in the network. This MaxSpeed
is known in advance, either from the maximum capable speed of all the mobile devices or a
speed limit that all mobile objects agree to comply with while they are in this network. Unlike
the above two existing techniques, our solution does not require the server nor the knowledge
of velocity vectors of any objects at any point in time. We assume that a query requester
installs/removes its query by geocasting the installation/removal command to an area covering
the desired query point. Geocasting enables delivering of a message to all objects inside a target
region that can be specified using a circle, a rectangle, or a polygon around the target point.
Several efficient techniques have been investigated [26][31][3].
Without loss of generality, we describe Safe-Time with respect to one query, say q1. The
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same algorithm is independently applied to each query in the query set Q. Let dstt(qi, oj) be
the Euclidean distance of object oj from the query point qi at time t. Let dtq1(oi, oj) be the
absolute distance between object oj and oi measured from the query point q1 at time t. In
other words, dtq1(oi, oj) = |dstt(q1, oj)− dstt(q1, oi)|. Recall that we use the notation ith NN to
mean the ith nearest neighbor of a query point.
Safe-Time Algorithm
The Safe-Time algorithm consists of the following steps.
Figure A.1 Safe-Time Algorithm: Distance from the Query Point
• Initial step: We adapt a distributed snapshot KNN like DIKNN [75] to get the initial
k + 1 nearest neighbors. The result set is reported to the query requester and the kth
NN in this set via greedy forwarding [27]. Let ok and ok+1 denote the kth and the k+ 1th
NNs, respectively. Note that we issue a k+ 1 nearest neighbors query since we also need
the k + 1th NN in the monitoring step. The k + 1th NN is not required by the query
requester.
• Monitoring step: This step consists of two phases.
1. Safe-time period setup: The kth NN, ok, uses Equation A.1 to calculate safe-
time period defined as a duration after the current time t in which the query result
is guaranteed to be the same.
safe-time period =
cross-distance
2 ∗MaxSpeed, (A.1)
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where cross-distance (CD) = dtq(ok, ok+1). During the safe-time period, ok needs
not report to the query requester since the query result is the same. This is because
at the end of the safe-time period, ok and ok+1 can at most meet only in the middle
even though they move toward each other at the maximum speed. In this case, ok
is still a valid kth NN of this query. Note that when they are several objects capable
of being the kth NN because they are located at the same distance away from the
query, any one of them can be selected as the kth NN. In our case, we choose the
one that has already been the kth NN in the previous result. Therefore, during
safe-time period, there is no communication cost to update the query result. Once
the safe-time period expires, ok proceeds to the ring broadcast phase to compute
the new query result.
Figure A.1(a) illustrates three nearest neighbors (k = 3) of q1 at time t0, which is
{o1, o2, o3}. Object o4 is the 4th NN.
2. Ring broadcast: The kth NN, ok, initiates a broadcast to find the new query
result and the new kth and k+ 1th NNs. To reduce the broadcast cost, we compute
the broadcast range as dt+safe-time periodq1 (ok, ok+1). This is the distance between
the current location of ok and the estimated location of ok+1. Since we do not
continuously track the location of ok+1, in the worst case, the furthest ok+1 can
move is CD/2 away from its position in the safe-time period setup phase. Once
the broadcast range is (see Figure A.1), ok broadcasts a result update request in
a circular band of width equal to this broadcast range. The broadcast message
contains the current location of ok and the estimated location of ok+1.
Broadcast Technique: Any mobile object in the transmission radius of ok that
is closer to the query point than ok or is farther than ok+1 needs not forward the
broadcast message. See Figure A.2 for the broadcast area. For the mobile object
in the broadcast range, if it sees the message for the first time, it adds its own
location and forwards the message. Otherwise, it does not forward the message.
The message with the list of objects in the broadcast ring will arrive back to the
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originating ok. In practice, the mobile object can send redundant messages to cope
with message loss.
The object ok computes the new query result and find the new kth and k+1th NNs.
If the new query result is different from the old one, ok reports the new result to
the query requester. The object ok uses greedy forwarding to tell the new kth NN
of the new query result. The new kth NN proceeds to the safe-time period setup
phase. The monitoring step repeats for the duration of the query.
Figure A.1(b) shows an example of a broadcast range at time t0+safe-time period.
After the broadcast, o3 found that o2 is the new kth NN and tells o2 that i) the new
query result is {o1, o3, o2}, ii) o2 is the new kth NN, and iii) o5 is the new k + 1th
NN of this query. As a result, o2, the new kth NN, determines the new safe-time
period, based on the cross distance between o2 and o5 using Equation A.1.
Note that we can reduce the size of the broadcast message by keeping only infor-
mation about the kth and k + 1th NNs. As the message is being forwarded, the
forwarding object updates the information if they can become the new kth and
k + 1th NN. In Figure A.2, o3 starts sending a broadcast message to find out new
kth NN and k+ 1th NN. The message contains the query point , kth NN and k+ 1th
NN ’s ids and positions (q, o3, o4). The message is forwarded to counter clockwise
sequentially. During message relaying, if a mobile object’s position is closer than
the position of kth NN or k+ 1th NN in the message, the mobile object updates the
kth NN or k+ 1th NN with its id and its position. The message contains only newly
updated kth NN and k + 1th NN ’s ids and positions. o3 can get the new kth NN
and k + 1th NN when the message relaying is completed (q, o3, o5).
Proofs of Correctness
We show that our Safe-Time generates correct result for a stationary cKNN query.
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Figure A.2 Circular Band Broadcast Area in a 2D Space
Theorem 1: During the safe-time period, the query result is guaranteed to be the same.
Proof by contradiction: Suppose the query result changes prior to the expiration of the safe-
time period. In other words, the kth and the k + 1th NNs switch place prior to the expiration
of the safe-time period. This cannot happen since the safe-time period is the shortest possible
time for these two objects to meet in the middle as they both move toward each other at the
maximum speed.
Theorem 2: After the safe-time period has expired, to find the new query result and the
new k + 1th NN, it is suffice to broadcast in the circular band of width equal to the broadcast
range between the kth and k + 1th NNs.
Proof: The kth NN knows the current query result. After the safe-time period has expired,
this object may become the ith nearest neighbor (where 1 ≤ i ≤ k) in the new query result.
By Lemma 1, the other k − i objects in the current result cannot move beyond the current
position of the k+1th NN. By Lemma 2, other objects not included in the current query result
cannot move closer to the query point than the kth NN. Hence, broadcast in the broadcast
range between the locations of kth and k + 1th NNs in the ring broadcast phase will find the
new query result and the new k + 1th NN.
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Lemma 1: At the end of the safe-time period, objects included in the current query result
cannot be farther away from the query point than the k + 1th NN.
Proof by contradiction: Suppose there exists an object in the query result, which have
moved farther away from the query point than the k + 1th NN at the end of the safe-time
period. This object must originally be farther away from the k + 1th NN by at least the cross
distance. To pass the k + 1th NN at the end of the safe-time period, this object must have
moved faster than the maximum speed toward the k + 1th NN, which is not possible. Hence,
the contradiction.
Lemma 2: At the end of the safe-time period, objects not included the current query result
cannot be closer to the query point than the kth NN.
Proof by contradiction: Suppose there exists an object not included in the current query
result, which moves closer to the query point than the kth NN at the end of the safe-time
period. Since this object is not originally in the query result, its distance from the kth NN
must be at least the cross distance. Hence, to be closer to the query point than the kth NN at
the time the safe-time period expires, this object must have moved toward the kth NN (which is
also moving toward this object) faster than the maximum speed, which is not possible. Hence,
the contradiction.
Discussion
Safe-Time relies on the knowledge of the maximum speed of all the mobile objects in
the network. If the actual moving speed is much lower than the maximum speed, the safe-
time period computed according to Equation 1 will be much shorter than the actual duration
in which the query result remains the same. In other words, the safe-time period is too
conservative, which incurs unnecessary broadcast cost. If we increase the safe-time period,
we can save additional broadcast cost. In section V, we present our Extend-Safe-Time by
lengthening the safe-time period. In another case where there are a few objects capable of
moving at a much faster speed than the rest of the objects. For instance, in the case of a few
tanks versus a large number of moving sensors. We should not consider the speed of these
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outlier objects in the computation of the safe-time period. These objects typically have higher
communication capability. The query requester can use the result of Safe-Time together with
the locations of the outlier objects to obtain the final result.
In M-P2P networks, it is possible that some area of the network becomes disconnected. In
this case, it is not possible to have the correct answer regardless of which techniques are used.
Proposed Unite-Safe-Time Algorithm
When queries and objects are sufficiently dense, several nearby queries could generate
almost the same query results. In this case, we may save additional communication cost if
we execute multiple nearby queries together as one virtual query instead of executing each of
them separately. Unite-Safe-Time is proposed to exploit this advantage. Note that the cost
referred hereafter is the communication cost.
Analysis of When to Use Unite-Safe-Time
We first analyze the cost of executing m queries separately and compare it with the cost
of executing one virtual query that merges these m queries together. To ease the analysis, we
assume a uniform distribution for queries and objects in a circular network area. We assume
that all the queries require the same number of the nearest neighbors (i.e., same k value). Let
N be the total number of mobile objects and 2R be the diameter of the network. We focus on
the cost incurred due to the monitoring step since this step is performed repeatedly.
Cost of executing one query per time unit
The ring broadcast phase is executed once every time the safe-time period is expired.
Hence, the average cost for one query per time unit is the ratio of the broadcast cost to the
safe-time period of this query. We define a critical circle of a query as the circle centered
at the query location with the radius x = dst(q, ok+1). In other words, the radius x is the
Euclidean distance between the query point and its k + 1th NN. We call this radius critical
radius. An average broadcast cost is proportional to an average area of a critical circle of a
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query. To analyze for this cost, we need to get the average of x or x¯. To get x¯, we estimate
r¯—the average of r where r = dst(q, ok) (the distance from the query point to the kth NN).
Equation A.2 assumes the uniform distribution of the objects in the network.
k
pir¯2
=
N
piR2
r¯ = R ·
√
k
N
(A.2)
CD
q ok
ok+1
r
x
Figure A.3 Relationship among the Query Point, kth, and k + 1th NNs
The entire network area is piR2 and the area of k mobile objects are in pir2. We know that
k−1 objects are inside the inner circle in Figure A.3 and the kth NN is on the boundary of this
circle. The k + 1th NN is on the boundary of the critical circle and the rest of the objects are
outside the critical circle. The probability that an object is in the inner circle is ( 1
piR2
) ·pir2, and
the probability that an object is outside the outer circle is ( 1
piR2
) · (piR2−pix2). The probability
that k− 1 objects among N objects are in the inner circle and the rest of them except kth NN
(N − k − 1) are outside the outer circle is(
N
k − 1
)( r
R
)2(k−1)(R2 − x2
R2
)N−k−1
. (A.3)
Hence, we can compute the average cross distance between the kth and k + 1th NNs using
Equation A.4.
CD =
∫ R
r
(x− r)
(
N
k − 1
)( r
R
)2(k−1)(R2 − x2
R2
)N−k−1
dx (A.4)
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By substituting the average cross distance for the cross distance in Equation A.1, we have
safe-time period =
CD
2 ·MaxSpeed. (A.5)
For simplicity, we estimate the area of the broadcast with the area of the critical circle
instead of the circular band. Let x¯ be the average critical radius, which is equal to r¯ + CD.
The average cost per time unit of one query is
Costsingle = c · pix¯2 · 1safe-time period , (A.6)
where c is the number of messages forwarded per unit area.
Cost of executing a virtual query formed by merging nearby queries
We first consider the simplest case of merging two queries into one virtual query. Intuitively,
merging two queries reduces cost when the critical circles of the two queries sufficiently overlap
and the safe-time periods of the two queries are about the same. First, we calculate the
broadcast area of a merged query which is the union of the critical circles of the two queries.
Figure A.4 shows the overlapping critical circles. Since we assume a uniform distribution of the
B C
q1
A
q2
d
x
Figure A.4 Two Overlapping Critical Circles
objects, the critical circles of these two queries have the same radius. Let circle(qi) denote the
critical circle of query qi and xi be the critical radius of this circle. For the uniform distribution
of objects, xi = x¯. Let d be the distance between the two query points. If two critical circles
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overlap, we have d < 2x¯. The minimum broadcast area is the area of the union of the two
critical circles. This area is computed from the sum of the area of the two circles (2pix¯2) less
the overlapping area as shown in Equation A.7. The overlap is four times the area marked
with the dotted cross lines in Figure A.4. The marked area in Figure A.4 is calculated by
subtracting the area of the arc (q2AB) from the area of the triangle (4q2AC).
2⋃
i=1
circle(qi) = 2pix¯2 − 4 ·
 x¯2
2
· arccos
(
d
2x¯
)
− d
4
·
√
x¯2 −
(
d
2
)2 (A.7)
Let si denote the safe-time period of query qi. Since a broadcast on the union area is performed
once every time the safe-time period expires. The safe-time period of the virtual query is the
minimum of the safe-time periods of the two queries. Hence, the average cost per time unit
for executing a virtual query is below.
Costmerge = c ·
(
2⋃
i=1
circle(qi)
)
·max( 1
s1
,
1
s2
) (A.8)
Merging condition
We merge two queries as one virtual query when Equation A.9 holds.
2 · Costsingle − Costmerge > 0 (A.9)
The condition for merging m queries is below.
c ·
( m∑
i=1
pix2i −
m⋃
i=1
circle(qi) ·max( 1
s1
,
1
s2
, · · · , 1
sm
)
)
> 0 (A.10)
Unite-Safe-Time Algorithm
We now describe the algorithm for merging two queries.
• Initial step: As a new query is added via Geocast, the kth NN of an existing nearby
query becomes aware of the new query and the required k. If this existing query is
not part of any virtual query and both queries have the same k value, this kth NN
considers merging its query with the new query. Greedy forwarding is used as a means
of communication between the kth NN of the two queries.
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The kth NN of the existing query measures its distance to the new query and sets its
wait time directly proportional to the distance. During the wait time, if the object hears
another merged request that involves the new query, it discards its own merged request.
That is, it does not consider merging with the new query any more. Otherwise, once
the wait time expires, this kth NN (also called the merged leader) does the following. It
geocasts a merged request to the new query location. The radius of the geocast region is
the critical radius of the merged leader, assuming that the new query also has the same
critical radius. Therefore, we should find the kth NN of the new query within the geocast
region. The kth NN of the new query responds to the merged request with its critical
radius and its safe-time period. The use of wait time is to give a chance for the queries
closest to each other to be merged.
Once receiving the reply, the merged leader computes Equation A.10 for m = 2. If this
equation holds, the merged leader sends a commit merged message to the kth NN of the
new query. The leader executes the virtual query and sets the safe-time period of the
virtual query to be the minimum safe-time period of all the queries that are part of this
virtual query.
• Monitoring step: This step is performed repeatedly.
Once the safe-time period is expired, the merged leader broadcasts a query update message
to the area of the virtual query. The query update message contains a list of the queries
that are part of this virtual query and the critical radius of each of the queries. Any
object receives this message computes its distance to each of the query locations. The
object does not forward the message when its distance is greater than each radius in
the list. In other words, this object is not in the union area of all the queries that are
merged. The object that is in the union area uses greedy forwarding to send its location
to the merged leader and broadcasts the broadcast message to objects in its transmission
radius. The merged leader computes the new query result for each of the queries that
are part of the virtual query and reports any changes in the query result to the according
query requester. The merged leader selects the new kth and k + 1th NNs and tells the
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new kth NN to assume the responsibility of the merged leader. The new leader sets the
new safe-time period and the monitoring step is repeated.
The initial phase is executed only once. Therefore, after a query becomes a part of one
virtual query, it remains part of that query throughout its lifetime and it is not eligible to
be merged into another virtual query. Unite-Safe-Time only considers combining two nearby
queries. This is because computing the union area of more than two queries is complex.
Extend-Safe-Time
Recall that kth NN updates the query result every safe-time period. In fact, the query
result set may continue to remain same after a safe-time period has expired. This is because
mobile objects do not always move with their maximum speed. Setting the safe-time period as
the original safe-time period plus extra time decreases overall communication cost. However,
if the query result is changed during the extra time, kth NN does not have the correct result to
update the query requester (i.e. missed update). Lengthening the safe-time period can increase
the number of missed updates. To quantify the tradeoff between the safe-time period and the
number of missed updates, we define the miss ratio as the total number of missed updates
to the total number of actual query result changes in the query. We analyze the relationship
between the miss ratio and the safe-time period when we increase the safe-time period by α%
more. Hence, we call this technique Extend-Safe-Time. We first assume that mobile objects
have only two movement directions in 1-D space because readers can easily see the change in
the order of kth NN and k + 1th NN. We then extend our analysis to 2-D space.
Figure A.5 shows positions of mobile objects for different safe-time periods. Let t be the
original safe-time period and ∆t be α% of the safe-time period. Let t′ be t+ ∆t. Let q and oi
denote the position of the query point and the position of ith NN at current time, respectively.
We define P (oti) and P (o
t′
i ) to be the position of i
th NN at t and the position of ith NN at t′,
respectively. P (oti)
+ and P (oti)
− are the furthest positions from the oi when ith NN moves with
its maximum speed for t time units. If the safe-time period is set as t, the possible positions
of 3th NN and 4th NN are P (ot3)
− ≤ o3 ≤ P (ot3)+ and P (ot4)− ≤ o4 ≤ P (ot4)+, respectively.
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Figure A.5 Extend-Safe-Time
The order of 3th NN and 4th NN is not changed during t (i.e., the miss ratio is 0). If safe-time
period is set as t′, the order of 3th NN and 4th NN might change during t′ since there is an
overlapping segment between positions of o3 and o4 (i.e., P (ot
′
4 )
−, P (ot′3 )+).
To visualize the probability of changing order of 3th NN and 4th NN, we draw a figure
in 2-D space. In Figure A.6, X axis represents P (ot
′
k ) and Y axis represents P (o
t′
k+1). Inner
rectangles represent areas of P (ot3) and P (o
t
4). Outer rectangles represent areas of P (o
t′
3 ) and
P (ot
′
4 ). The shaded triangle represents the area where 3
th NN and 4th NN change their order
after t′. Let define Prob(ot′k > o
t′
k+1) be the probability of changing order of k
th NN and k+1th
NN after t′. The Prob(ot′3 > ot
′
4 ) can be calculated by the area of triangle over the union area
of the outer rectangles. If the ∆t is 0, the area of triangle is 0. Therefore, the probability of
changing order of 3th NN and 4th NN is 0. If the ∆t is increased, the area of the triangle is
also increased and the probability of changing order of 3th NN and 4th NN is also increased.
UnionArea =
(
dist(P (ot
′
3 )
−, P (ot
′
3 )
+)
)2
+
(
dist(P (ot
′
4 )
−, P (ot
′
4 )
+)
)2
− (2 ·MaxSpeed×∆t)2
= 2 · (2 ·MaxSpeed× t′)2 − 4 · (MaxSpeed×∆t)2
= (8 · t′2 − 4 ·∆t2)×MaxSpeed2 (A.11)
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The area of the triangle is
TriangleArea =
1
2
· (2 ·MaxSpeed×∆t)2. (A.12)
The Prob(ot
′
3 > o
t′
4 ) is
TriangleArea
UnionArea
=
∆t2
2 · (2t′2 −∆t2) . (A.13)
When safe-time period is increased by α% more (i.e., ∆t), the miss ratio is calculated according
to Equation A.13.
Performance Study
We evaluate Safe-Time, Unite-Safe-Time, and Extend-Safe-Time techniques in a mobile
M-P2P. We use the following two metrics. The communication cost per time unit is calculated
as the total number of messages forwarded divided by the simulation time. The miss ratio is
calculated as the total number of missed query updates to the total number of actual query
result changes during the simulation. We do not compare the proposed schemes with existing
server-peers solutions as they were designed for a different network environment. We use
Centralized as a reference. In this scheme, a central server is located at the center of the
network area and every mobile object updates its location to the server every second. Safe-
Time scheme uses the maximum speed of the mobile object to calculate the safe-time period.
In this study, Unite-Safe-Time scheme considers merging only two queries. Extend-Safe-Time
sets the safe-time period as (100+α)% of the original safe-time period. Queries were randomly
distributed in the network area at the start of the simulation. For the movement pattern of
objects, we used the random waypoint model [5] in most of our experiments. We generated
trajectories of all mobile objects in advance and used these trajectories for evaluation of all
schemes for fair comparison. Each data point in our plots is the average of the results from 30
simulation runs. Table A.1 summarizes the parameters used in our performance study. Unless
otherwise specified, the default values were used.
We are only interested in relative difference in communication cost among the four schemes
under different number of queries, number of mobile objects, and average moving speeds. We
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Table A.1 Simulation Parameters for Safe-Time
parameter range default unit
network area 100 x 100 100 x 100 meters2
number of mobile objects 300 - 700 500 objects
number of queries 50 - 150 100 queries
mean mobile object speed 1 - 3 2 meter/sec
max. mobile object speed 2 - 6 4 meter/sec
number of nearest neighbors 5 5 objects
transmission radius 5 5 meter
measured the communication cost after all queries were installed in the network. For all the
schemes, we did not include the cost of sending the query result to the query requester and
the cost of the initial step. In other words, we focus on the repeatedly incurred cost for all the
schemes.
Effect of Number of Queries
In this study, we varied the number of queries from 50 to 150 queries whereas the other
parameters were fixed at their default value. Figure A.7(a) shows that the centralized scheme
is not affected by the number of queries. The communication cost of this scheme is mainly
due to the frequent location updates of mobile objects. Safe-Time is good for sparse queries.
In Figure A.7(a), Safe-Time saves as much as 2/3 of the communication cost incurred by
the centralized scheme when 50 queries were distributed in the network area of size about
two basketball courts. Note that this scenario is not very sparse. As the number of queries
increases, more critical circles of queries overlap. Figure A.7(b) shows the relative performance
between Safe-Time and Unite-Safe-Time. In Safe-Time, mobile objects that are in the query
results of two or more queries, need to report their locations to the kth NN of each of these
queries separately. In Unite-Safe-Time, mobile objects in overlapping critical circles only report
their locations to the merged leader. Therefore, the communication cost per time unit of Unite-
Safe-Time is less than that of Safe-Time. Figure A.7(b) shows the increasing performance gap
between Safe-Time and Unite-Safe-Time with the increasing number of queries. In the figure,
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we also show the distance (d) in which two nearby queries are merged using Unite-Safe-Time.
As the number of queries increases, the chance of merging two queries also increases. Therefore,
the communication cost per time unit is reduced. We can further reduce communication cost
further if we merge more than two queries into one virtual query.
Figure A.7(c) shows average communication cost per time unit and the miss ratio of Extend-
Safe-Time and Safe-Time. In the best case, 20%-Safe-Time saves 25% and 10% of commu-
nication cost incurred by the Safe-Time and Unite-Safe-Time, respectively when 150 queries
were distributed in the network area. For comparison with the centralized scheme, 20%-Safe-
Time saves between 33% to 80% of communication cost incurred by Centralized. Overall,
Safe-Time and its extensions show a large amount of savings in communication cost incurred
by the centralized scheme in a sparse network. Extend-Safe-Time incurs less communication
cost than Safe-Time does. This is because Extend-Safe-Time has longer safe-time periods than
Safe-Time. However, a longer safe-time period incurs a larger miss ratio. In Safe-Time sets the
safe-time period based on the maximum speed of all mobile object. Hence, the miss ratio is
zero. The miss ratios of both Extend-Safe-Times are small (less than 9%). Extend-Safe-Time
shows similar miss ratio regardless of the number of queries.
Effect of Number of Mobile Objects
This study investigated the impact of the number of mobile objects on the communication
cost. We varied the number of mobile objects from 300 to 700 objects. The results are plotted
in Figure A.8. For Centralized, every mobile object reports its location to the server every
second. Therefore, the communication cost per time unit increases with the increasing number
of mobile objects as shown in Figure A.8(a). In Safe-Time, the safe-time period reduces with
the increasing number of mobile objects since the distance between the kth and k + 1th NNs
decreases. Therefore, broadcast is done more frequent. However, the broadcast area gets
smaller as the critical circle decreases in size. With this trade-off, the cost of Safe-Time slowly
increases as shown in Figure A.8(a). Safe-Time saves approximately 66% of communication
cost of the centralized scheme in the best case (700 mobile objects) and saves approximately
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50% of communication cost in the worst case (300 mobile objects). Figure A.8(b) shows a
slightly decreasing performance gap between Safe-Time and Unite-Safe-Time as the number of
mobile objects increases. In fact, when the number of mobile objects is 800 (not shown in the
figure), the performance gap is only 34 message/sec with Unite-Safe-Time being slightly lower.
The reason is as follows. With the increasing number of objects but fixed number of queries,
critical circles get smaller. The overlapped area of two merged queries get smaller, which causes
a larger broadcast area. The figure also shows the reduced distance for profitable merging as the
network becomes denser. Figure A.8(c) shows decreasing performance gap between Safe-Time
and Extend-Safe-Time as the number of mobile objects increases. Extend-Safe-Times incurs
less cost than Safe-Time since the longer safe-time period decreases the communication cost
per time unit. 20%-Safe-Time saves around 10% to 20% of communication cost incurred by
Safe-Time. 20%-Safe-Time saves around 80% of communication cost incurred by Centralized.
The miss ratios of Extend-Safe-Time is under 10%. The miss ratio increases as the number of
mobile objects increases in Figure A.8(d). This is because the distance between the kth NN
and k + 1th NN decreases, which increases the chance of changing the result set during the
safe-time period.
Effect of Mean Speed of Mobile Objects
In this study, we varied mean speeds of mobile objects. we fixed the maximum speed of
mobile objects as 4 m/sec. We generated the trajectories of mobile objects based on a normal
distribution. We set the mean speed of mobile objects from 1 to 3 m/sec and set the standard
deviation to 1 (i.e., 1 ≤ x¯ ≤ 3, σ = 1). If speeds of mobile objects are below 0 or greater
than the maximum speed during the generation of trajectories, we set these values to 0 or
the maximum speed, respectively. As a result, more than 68% of the speeds of mobile objects
are within one standard deviation from the mean speed (x¯± σ). For communication cost per
time unit, all schemes are not sensitive to mean speeds. This is because each mobile object in
Centralized sends its location information to the server every second and each mobile object
in other schemes send its location information to its kth NN based on the maximum mobile
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object speed regardless of the mean speed of mobile objects. Safe-Time saves around 50%
of communication cost of Centralized and 20%-Safe-Time saves 60% communication cost of
Centralized. Figure A.9(d) shows miss ratios of different schemes. Miss ratios of 10%-Safe-
Time and 20%-Safe-Time are 1.2% and 2.7% respectively the mean speed of 1. However, miss
ratios of those two schemes increase exponentially and are 10.3% and 20.7% respectively the
mean speed of 3. Extend-Safe-Time is sensitive to the mean speed of mobile objects. Miss
ratios of Extend-Safe-Time increases as the mean speed of mobile objects increases. This is
because a result set of a query is easily changed during the safe-time period when a mobile
object moves with the speed close to the maximum speed. However, Extend-Safe-Time shows
low miss ratio when most mobile objects move much slower than the maximum speed.
Effect of Maximum Speed of Mobile Objects
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In this study, we varied the maximum speed of mobile objects from 2 to 6 m/sec. Figure
A.10(a) shows that Centralized is not sensitive to the moving speeds since we fixed the location
update rate for mobile objects to be one update per second regardless of their speeds. Safe-Time
outperforms Centralized the best for the lowest moving speed (saving 66% of communication
cost of Centralized). This is because the safe-time period is the longest. The higher the
maximum speed, the shorter the safe-time period. The broadcast is done more frequent,
resulting in a small gap in the performance difference. The cost gap between Safe-Time and
Unite-Safe-Time reduces when the maximum speed of mobile object increases. This is because
Unite-Safe-Time chooses the smallest cross distance among all cross distances between each
query’s kth and k + 1th NNs. Although both Safe-Time and Unite-Safe-Time are sensitive to
the maximum speed of mobile objects, they give accurate query results. Figure A.10(c) shows
communication cost and Safe-Time and Extend-Safe-Time. All schemes are sensitive to the
maximum speed of mobile objects. This is because the calculation of the safe-time period
is based on the maximum speed of mobile objects. The higher maximum speed incurs the
shorter safe-time period, which produces more communication cost. In Figure A.10(d), miss
ratios of Extend-Safe-Times scheme slightly increases as the maximum speed of mobile objects
increases. The reason is that high speed of mobile objects increases the chance of the result
set during α% of the safe-time period. Figure A.10(d) shows that miss ratios of Extend-Safe-
Times do not increase as fast as communication cost as the maximum speed of mobile object
increases.
Conclusion
We propose Safe-Time—a distributed solution for continuous K-nearest neighbors queries,
aiming for mobile-peer-to-peer networks. The two key features are as follows. 1) Actual
execution of a cKNN query is not needed during a safe-time period since the query result
is guaranteed to remain the same during this period. 2) Once the safe-time period expires,
a limited broadcast is done. We introduce Unite-Safe-Time that provides additional savings
in communication cost when queries are dense. We also introduce Extend-Safe-Time that
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lengthens the safe-time period to save communication cost. Under Extend-Safe-Time, some
query result may be missed. The miss ratio is low when the majority of mobile objets move
much slower than their maximum speed. Hence, it should be used in applications where a
small miss ratio is acceptable.
Our performance study shows that the proposed safe-time algorithms provide savings in
terms of communication cost per time unit compared to Centralized. Up to 80% of the savings
is shown in our study even for the case when queries are not so sparse. Unite-Safe-Time saves
up to 33% communication cost of Safe-Time for dense queries and Extend-Safe-Time saves
additionally 25% of Unite-Safe-Time for dense mobile objects in our performance study.
Safe-Time provides the most saving when queries are sparse but with dense mobile objects.
Unite-Safe-Time provides low communication cost when query and mobile objects are sparse.
Extend-Safe-Time keeps low communication in most cases. However, applications which use
this scheme must be tolerable of missed query result.
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